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College Pets

THE central florida

How far will college students go
to have a pet? Find out.
-NEWS.r pg.4

•

.
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Students express
concern about effects
of diet supplements
LINNEA BROWN
. STAFF WRII'ER

Many students at the
University of Central Florida
unknowingly risk strokes, heart
attacks and other diseases by takSit through it for more than 10
ephedra, an herb found in more
ing
minutes, and you'll hope this really
than
200 popular dietary suppleis the "Final" Fantasy.
ments.
Products such as Metabolite
·ENTERTAINMENT, pg. 10
356, Metabolite, Ripped Fuel, Diet
Fuel and Xenadrine contain
ephedra, also called ma huang.
Changing the world
pg.3
Drug stores sell these supplements
NEWS
to customers who want to lose
weight or gain muscle.
Activities plentiful
pg.4 '
Ephedra is the herbal form of
NEWS
. ephedrine, an amphetamine-like
stimulant sold in asthma and cold
Foolish American voters pg.8
medications regulated by the Food
OPINION
and Drug Administration. "The
only difference is that ephedra is
. Who and what is next? pg. 8
herbal while drugs like Sudafed
DP.INION
are synthetic," said Dipta Smart,
an Eckerd pharmacist. "Sudafed is
Art, music, culture ...
pg.J2
UPCOMING EVENT
okay because you stop taking it
when your cold goes away, but
Ex-coach against ban
p9. 17
ephedra is not 'sate because it is
SPORTS
taken continuously."
Ephedra first gained publicity
in 1996 when a healthy 20-yearpg.5
Police Beat...
old college student died after taking it. Since then, the FDA has
Gray Matters...
pg.8
investigated more than 1,200 cases
News of the Weird ...
pg.15
of people who took ephedra and
From the Sports Desk. .. pg.20
experienced severe side effects,
including strokes, heart condition~;

kidney disease and other diseases.
At least 44 deaths have been associated with the use of ephedra.
Ninety-six percent of the
UCF students interviewed know
oth~r students who have taken
ephedra. Rosalyn Scarfo, a nutritionist at the Campus Wellness
Center, said she sees at least one to
two clients a day who have taken it
to lose weight.
.
Of 25 students polled at random, four men and five women
said. they took ephedra. The
women said they took it to lose
weight, while the men said they
used it to gain muscle. "I took it
because the guy on the bottle was
ripped," senior culinary arts major
Richard Simon said. "I wanted to
look
. like
Arnold
Schwarzenegger."
All the students said they
knew ephedra was dangerous, but
were unaware of the extent of its
dangers. Scarfo said 75 percent of
her clients do not realize how
severe the consequences are.
The label on a bottle of
Xenadrine says you should discontinue use if you experience dizziness, sleeplessness, tremors, nervousness, headache or heart palpitations. However, all the students
who took ephedra experienced one
or more of these side effects.

EPHEDRA, Page 3

Research Center Opens

PHOTOS BY JOE KALEITA

The U.S. Army Simulation, Instrumentation and Training
Command, the University of Central Florida and the
Army Research Institute partnered to build a research
center that recently opened on Research Parkway. The
dummy (left) is used in medical simulations at the center.

Students voice concern over Board of Trustees
JENNIFER PATERSON
STAFF WRITER

•

•

On July 1, the Board of
Regents lost its governing
power over the State University
System. ·

This was a result of the
1998 constitutional amendment
that transferred from the commissioner of education to the
state governor. The new system, which is composed of a
Board of Education and the

board of trustees (13 governor
appointed representatives for
each state university) is supposed to localize power and depoliticize Florida's state uniSOME,Page5
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July 18 will be the closest Mars has been to Earth since i 986. This
will provide astronomers with a chance to get an up close look at the
red planet.' Mars will be visible to those with a telescope as well as
to the naked-eye.
1

Robinson Observatory
offers close view of Mars
LINNEA BROWN
STAFF WRITER

On July 18, UCF students can visit the Robinson Observatory on
campus to observe Mars, which is the closest it has been to Earth in 15
years. The viewing will be held from 8:45-10:30 p.m.
The UCF Robinson Observatory contains the twenty-sixth SchmidtCassegfain reflecting telescope, the second largest telescope in the state of
Florida.
''That tefescope is awesome," said John Boggs, senior hospitality
major. "I transferred from FAU, and we didn't have anything that bightech there...l've never seen the stars so clearly in my life."
Mars will be just over 41 million miles from the Earth on July 18, the
closest it has been since 1986. "This means that more detail can be seen
on the planet, such as its polar caps and dark markings, as well as the red
color of the planet," said Nadine Barlow, director for the observatory.
Barlow, who has been researching Mars fo~ 19 years and has received
funding from NASA to analyze spacecraft imagery, will be available during the observing sessions to answer any questions.
Sophomore computer science major Kim Caldwell said: ''I went to
the Robinson Observatory for the first time l~t month, and the staff there
was so helpful. I didn't even know how to look through a telescope, and
they explained everything and showed me what to look for. They completely got me interested in astronomy."
The Robinson Observatory opens to the public on the first and third
Wednesdays of each month between September and July, from 7:30-10:30
p.m. During the summer they open half hour after sunset. The observatory does not accept reservations, and people can look
through the telescope on a first-come, first-serve basis.
John Hyslop, junior psychology major, said, "I
always bring my dates to the Robinson
Observatory. I like to impress girls with my
knowledge of the solar system."
The Observatory staff will cancel observation sessions by 8 p.m. if clouds
impede the use of the telescope. The
Observatory is located past the police
station on Neptune Drive. For more
specific directions or additional
information, call the Observatory at
407-823-2805
for a recorded
message.
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Ephedra investigated by FDA in over 1,200 cases
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Simon said, "Ripped Fuel made
my stomach hurt and made me
shaky. I don't.know why I kept taking it for a year, but I feel like I took
five years off my life."
Jennifer Osgood, a senior marketing major, said she used to take
nine Ripped Fuel pills a day for
energy. "I stopped after high
school, but one day in college I
took four pµJs, which was less than
half of what I used to take,"
Osgood said. "And it felt like I'd
JUSt smoked crack or something. I
couldn't take it and I bad to leave
class."
Senior psychology major SueLynn Chu experienced severe side
effects after taking the recommended dosage of Metabolife for six
weeks. "It was horrible," Chu said.
"I would black out all the time, I
felt lightheaded and weak, and I
felt like my heart was going to
jump out of my throat. I lost
weight, but only because I felt too
nauseous to eat anything. I felt like
I was going to die."
Chu said she received no
warnings about dangerous side
effects. After a month of talcing the
pills, she called the Metabolife hotline and asked if her symptoms
were normal. '"The woman told me
there was nothing wrong with me
and said, 'Just lower your dosage if
it bothers you that much.,,. said
Chu.
Chu
stopped
taking
Metabolite two weeks later. "It just
wasn't worth it. I felt like I was
going to hurt myself if I kept taking
it," she said.
Blair Williams, a junior
accounting major, said she takes
Xenadrine occasionally to boost
her energy level before working
out. Williams said, _"I like it more
than coffee and I don't have an
appetite at all when I take it, but

then I have a huge appetite when
I'm coming down from it and I get
really bad headaches." Williams
added that she never sleeps well
and has mood swings after taking
it.
"I always have trouble going
to sleep when I take it," said junior
journalism major Mackenzie
O'Bannon. ''It gives me the jitters,
but at least I can stay awake in
class. I'll never forget the time two
years ago, though, when I had just
taken a pill and I tried to take a nap.
My heart was beating so loud I
could hear it."
Erica Windsor, a sophomore
advertising/public relations major,
described her experience with
Xenadrine: '"The first time I took it,
I bad so much energy. I was really
talkative and efficient at work, I
wasn't hungry at all, and I was still
bouncing off the walls at three in
the morning. After a few weeks of
taking the pills, though, I noticed I
was on an actual 'high' and I'd be
happy when I was on it, but coming
down from it I'd be really bummed
out and tbink4ig negatively."
The Xenadrine label warns
against exceeding 100 milligrams
of ephedrine in a 24-hour period
for more than 12 weeks and says
users should not have high blood
pressure, liver problems, psychiatric disease, diabetes, anemia, nervousness, anxiety, depression,
seizure disorder and stroke.
Smart said ephedra oauses a
noticeable increase of blood pressure in all users.
Smart warned against taking
ephed!a with other medications.
"About six months ago a guy came
in who was taking anti-depressants
and took Diet Fuel," Smart said.
"He had an abnormally high pulse
of 150, so I had to send him to the
emergency room."
Reese Bridgman, head of the
UCF athletie conditioning staff,

PHOTO BY ALEX ROMANIDK

At least two patients a day that one nutritionist had seen at the Student Health Center said that they had used
Ephedra.
said the National Collegiate Drug Administration issued a stateAthletic Association has made it ment warning consumers not to
illegal for varsity athlete§ to take purchase or consume ephedrineephedra supplements, which can be · containing dietary supplements
detected in athlete drug tests. 'We because these products pose "sigalways have one or two problems a nificant health risks" to consumers.
year with athletes using supplements that contain ma huang, usuThe FDA cannot regulate
ally with guys that are straight out . ephedra use because it is considof high school and are just ignorant ered a herb. However, the FDA
about supplements," Bridgman suggests that people should not
said. "A couple of guys had racing take more than 24 milli~ams of
heart rates, and we had to stop their ephedrine per day. The manufactraining sessions."
turer of Metabolite 356 recomJohn Bryan, a sophomore mends a daily dosage of 96 milpolitical science major and former ligrams. Ripped Fuel contains a
UCF football player, said: '.'I know daily dose of 60.milligrams.
lots of people wbo have taken it,
It is not illegal for supplement
especially guys who want to get companies to falsely label their
'cut1tlp.' Most of tgem 'think it's products. The label on a bottle of
safe, but it totally weakens your Ripped Fuel says a daily dose con- .
jomts. One of my friends broke tains 300 milligrams of caffeine
both of bis legs because he'd been and the 'ephedrine-free' formula
taking it, and his joints were too contains 900 urilligrams of cafweak."
feine, or the equivalent of 6 to 8
Employees at the UCF cups of coffee.
Both Windsor and Becky
Wellness Center prohibit students
from taking a fitness test if they Muse, a junior communications
take ephedra. They also give out a. major, said they bought their
flier warning students about the ephedra supplements at a General
Nutrition Center and were told
dangers of it.
In April 1996, the Food and nothing about the product being

unsafe.
Freshman business major
Bryan Goldberg, an employee at
the University Avenue GNC, said
he warns ephedra buyers of its
strength and side effects. Even so,
he said 12 or 13 people returned it
in two and a half months. '"They
came back saying things like, 'It
made my heart race,' 'I was never
hungry,' and 'I can't sleep,' but I
had told them all that already,"
Goldberg said.
Goldberg said about 35 percent of GNC's female customers
and 15 percent of their male customers buy ephedra s1,pplements.
"We once sold 13 bottles of
Xenadrine in two hour." Goldberg
said. He said one bottle of an
ephedra supplement contains about
a month's supply and costs
between $30 and $40 a bottle.
One UCF professor who
said
would like to remain nan~eless
.,,.
her son has been addicted to
ephedrine for two yea:'S. She said,
"He calls it 'legal speed' and his
scariest symptom has been paranoia. He is 'terrified and confused,
and he has tried to go off it but got
so sleepy he couldn' t V.-'ork."
~

-- - -- -·- it takes a little luck, proper timing
in the market place and most significantly, change the way people go
about their everyday lives. If you
can generate a buzz get people talking about it and telling others, it
may wmk.
I specifically like the three
examples (from the book idea
virus) in today· s digital economy
that were spread by people rather
than expensive advertising. In fact,
two of these companies, I have
never seen_any paid form of adver-

------~-~--------------~------,------~--------~-------~-------

· One idea to change the world
RYANTOTKA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

~-

I spend my life constantly
thinking about that next big idea
that will change the world, make
me rich and famous and make the
world a better place to live. It's
how bad you want it, how dedicated you are, and the will to work. In
the long run, you get out what you
put in, although sometimes it does-

n~t seem like it. So why is it so hard
to find that winning idea? First is
trying to satisfy a want or need that
isn't already filled. If you think you
have a great idea, more than likely,
it's already out there.
I ·recently read a motivating
book called Idea Virus by Seth
Godin that gives help on how to
make that one idea cultivate itself. I
highly recommend it and better yet,
it's free to download at idea

virus.com. His book caused me to
open up my mind and spread the
word to friends and to those who
read this article.
I'm searching for that one idea
that will make people rise to their
feet like when they see a rim shattering Vince Carter dunk. One that
will make people cheer and scream
like teeny boppers at a Backstreet
Boys concert. You think it would be
easy, but it's not. It takes some great

people a lifetime to come up with
that one brilliant idea that makes
them rich and famous. Others take
only a short time to develop. Some
brilliant people may never come up
with that one idea. Most of the time
when I come up with an idea, it is
when I least expect it. Ideas usually
flow when I'm exercising, outdoors, and when my mind is clear
of everything. When you force
yourself to think, it usually doesn't
work. The key is to create a relaxing atmosphere where ideas can
just roll.
To make that one idea spread,

~

--
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- - - Around Campus
Parking decals available online
UCF students will be able to purchase
their parking decals for 2001-2002 starting
the week of July. Students will be able to do
everything from registering, ordering and
paying online by credit card to arranging for
delivery of the permit via US. Mail on the
Parking
Services
web
site
(http://parking.ucf.edu).
Students can also use the web site to
order but not send their parking pass out by
mail.
This service has not yet been implemented for faculty and staff.

Current decals expire Aug. 31 and new
permits must be visible on vehicles by Sept.
I.
Decal parking permit costs for a full
academic year are $111 for students and
staff, $186 for faculty, $121 for Lake Claire
parking, $37 for motorcycles and $55 for
pe~pheral parking. Hang tags are more
expensive.
UCF Library Scholarships Awarded
The University of Central Florida
Library recently announced the recipients of
two scholarships that are awarded specifical-

ly to library employees. Placido Buniao has
been awarded the Lois Holt Scholarship for
Library Student Assistants, and LisaByl will
receive the June S. Stillman Memorial
Scholarship for Library Student Assistants
and USPS Staff.
Buniao, a junior maJonng in
Microbiology, has been employed in the
Reference Department for one year. After
graduation in 2002, he plans to pursue a
degree in the medical field.
The Lois Holt Foundation provides an
annual scholarship for a library student assistant, as well as an endowment for library

enrichment and other general scholarships.
Byl is a junior majoring in Psychology
and has worked in the Circulation
Department for two years. After graduation
in 2002, she plans to pursue a career as a
social worker.
June S. Stillman's friends and family
established the June S. Stillman Memorial
Scholarship in honor of the former librarian,
who was slain four years ago.
No other unit at the university provides
scholarships specifically for their student
assistants.
Compiled from staff reports and press releases

1

•

How far would you
go· to have a pet?
LINNEA BROWN
STAFF WRITER

Despite .apartment leasing
agreements limiting the possession
of pet5, UCF students continue to
keep animals.
Many students own cats for
Sophomore
companionship.
finance
major
Christopher
Gustafson said, ''It's nice to have
somebody around when no one
else is there."
Geoff Stenger, a senior marketing major, disagreed with
Gustafson. "Cats are a waste of
space," Stenger said. "You spend
all this money and they don't come
to you when you call them. All they
want is attention."
Stenger, who lives in a house,
prefers the company of his dog.
Stenger said: "Dogs are happy to
see you. If they're well behaved,
they listen and do what you tell
them to do, and they have the ability to exhibit their own personality."
Although a pe· may have
1-iey can also
rewarding qualifr
be a big responsitnlity. "Having a
pet is almost like ia\ ing a child,"
Stenger said. "It's going to take a
lot more of your time and money. I
don't feel that someone should
have a pet unless they're willing to
put the time and effort into raising it
properly. A lot of people neglect
their pets."
lv1any students aid they don't
own pets because they don't like
the smell. Matt Zorn, a sophomore
television/radio major, said: 'We
had a dog in our fraternity house,
wh ch is off-campus. The owner of
the dog never cleaned up after it
and it wasn't housebroken. The dog

•

•

smelled horrible, so we had to ally report the animals. "One dog
spray it with Lysol and Febreeze all ran out and attacked a maintenance
the time. Eventually we found a . guy," said Enriquez. "It turned out
loving home for it...somewhere we had people raising pit bulls
here. They just tore up the whole
else."
Senior interpersonal commu- apartment."
Tiffanye Castro, director of
nications major Jon Melton commented that although he's glad he marketing and adv~rtising for
has his pet ferret, "it smells really Collegiate Village Inn, told of a
particularly memorable incident ·at
bad."
"One girl kept a hamster in her the CVI apartments. Castro said:
bathroom and it stank up the whole "This guy was keeping a dog on the
apartment so much that her room- second floor, and he would let it go
mates complained," said Shirley the bathroom upstairs and then just
Enriquez, who works at the front throw the 'fecal material' into the
parking lot where people keep their
des~ at University Club.
On-campus housing at UCF cars. The housekeepers saw it, and
only allows residents to keep fish, ·he got evicted."
Some students take extreme
and th~y must be kept in a tank
under ten gallons. Melton said, measures to keep their pets con''Fish are the best kind of pet any- cealed from complexes that don't
way, because it's not that sad when allow them. Sophomore business
they die, and they're the easiest to management major Crystal Petti
get rid of. You can't really flush a lived in College Suites and managed to keep her dog, a miniature
cat!"
Many area apartment com- pincher, hidden for six months.
plexes have strict rules enforcing "She couldn't go out because
PHOTO BY KELLY PETRIK
their 'No pets' policy. Apartments they'd see her, so I had her littler- Sophomore Lily Barrish reads while her pet sugar gUder, Kong, sits on
such as Boardwalk, The Gatherings box trained," Petti said. ''I took her her shoulder. Many college students opt for unusual pets such as sugar
and Collegiate Village Inn give a out to Blanchard Park every day in gliders.
notice informing the resident that a suitcase, and I'd let her out of the
they have 7 days to get rid of the bag as soon as we were past the covery of a pet prairie dog. "One of son actually came back for it a few
College Suites gate... but it was our maintenance people alerted us days later."
animal, or they will be evicted.
Jefferson Arbour allows pets,
that there was a 'very unusual aniSome apartments fine their totally worth it!"
but
they
charge a $300 deposit for
Petti said that she thinks stu- mal' in a certain apartment, so I
residents immediately. College
Park fines residents $100 the first dents are most likely to get caught went and took a look at it...and I pets 50 pounds and under, and a
$500 deposit for pets over 50
time they discover a pet, $200 the with pets near the beginning or end _ had to ask the owner what it was!"
John, who did not want his full pounds. Both charges are partially
second time and the managers evict of a lease agreement, because the
the resident if a third offense maintenance people are more like- name used in publication, works in . refundable at the end of a lease.
ly to come i.J?.to the apartments. the office at College Park and told There is no charge for rodents or
occurs.
University Club fines resi- ''There are so many animals in of another unusual animal: reptiles, and pot-bellied pigs are the
"Someone moved out and we went only animals that are not allowed.
dents $150 the first time, and $10 College Suites," said Petti.
Gustafson said his apartment
Some students prefer pets of in the apartment to do a maintefor each ad~tional day that they
The
Harbour
in
continue to keep the animal in the the 'non-traditional' variety. Junior nance check, and sitting in the mid- complex,
public relations major Megan Fox, dle of the bedroom floor was a big Casselberry, allows pets. Summit
apartment.
The apartments' maintenance who works in the front office at · 2 1/2 foot iguana. The maintenance apartments, on Metro West Blvd.,
staff, roommates or neighbors usu- Boardwalk, talked about the dis- guy wanted to keep it, but the per- also allow residents to keep pets.

ctivities for students around Orlando plentiful
R;,staurants,
Spas, night
clubs and
attractions
round out list
of things to do
on nights and
weekends

DANIELLE DEPARI
STAFF WRITER

Boredom has the ability to
attack college students on those
much appreciated s udy free
nights
and
weekends,
causing frustration.
However,
there are
immense
amount things
to
do
in
Orlando, which

do not include movies, clubs
and bars. The following places
are activities are available to all
ages, so no proof of birth date
required.

Point Orlando,
International

multi-milliondollar amusement complex
ability to bring
out the kid in everyone. The
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15% Discount to
All Students &
Faculty with l.D.

"A Full Service Florist'
14 YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY

(Reg. $70.00)

Opea 1lam - 1lpm •Downtown Orlando• 55 W. Church St.

0 YEARS EXPERIENC·E

Complete Line Of
Fresh: Silks, Plants,
Flowers

building is filled with video Salon & Clinical Day Spa
games, slot machines that award The Winter Park Village
tickets, pool tables and various 480 North Orlando Avenue Suite
di verse computer simulation 112, Winter Park, 407-644-6534
games. For instance, there is a
A beautiful little hot spot,
rock-climbing simulator where this salon and spa, can be a
the wall actually moves as you weekend haven for females or
climb, and a state of the art males alike. This location offers
game called the Dance Dance a variety of hair and nail serRevolution Third Mix Game. vices, as well as facials, body
This game is a dance simulator . wraps, massages, clinical masthat teaches all new steps. An sages and specially created
hour of play costs $20 and two female and male packages. For
hours costs $25, the prices more information, the salon can
increase as you go up in hours.

. Wire service or
Delivery available over phone
with Major
Credit Card

1345 Howell Branch Road 10069 University Blvd.
Winter Park, FL 32789
Orlando, FL 32817
Phone 407-629-0050
Phone 407-679-5144
Fax 407-629-0877
Fax 407-679-6787
1-800-393-0051
1-800-827-1097

"Same Day Delivery"

711 N. Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL 32828
Phone 407-281-7666
Fax 407-281-8005
1-866-415-9554

wire and delivery service excludes discount

We service to
ALL parts of the
countrv

www.allinbloom.com
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Some students Wary of
new Board of Trustees

•

ting," said Francois,
Thogi Nguyen, a 22-yearversity system. In theory it old Computer Science stuseems helpful, but UCF stu- dent, also has his reservations
dents either haven't a clue about the board of trustees. "I
about this major administra- don't like it. I think the govtive overhaul or think that it ernor has too much power
won't live up to its promises.
now."
Robert Francois, a 20In this new system, the
year-old electrical engineer- governor of the state appoints
ing major, isn't feeling any the members of the local
positive effects from the tran- boards of trustees who serve
sition. Indeed, it is very like- four-y~ar terms and can serve
• ly that he stands to lose a up to two times . . Also, the
great deal.
governor is able to elect and
"Currently I am receiving remove boa.rd members at
the minority program scholar- anytime.
ship for minority students.
"I saw a news story that
Every year I have to renew. said the minority rate at UF
Up until two weeks ago I was went down 45 percent for
assured that the applications blacks, 15 percent for hispanwould come out and then the ics, and whites went up 15
board of trustees was instated percent as a result of Bush
and I heard from certain coun- getting more power. If he got
selors that the scholarship is that power and messed it up
not 100 percent there any- and gets that power over the
more. In fact it's most likely board of trustees, I think he
riot going to be there."
will abuse that power,"
Approximately 10 stu- Nyguyen said citing the
dents receive this schoiarship recent drop in minority
ranging from $2,500 to admission rates that resulted
$5,000 dollars per year. .
from Bush's "One Florida"
"Concerning the scholar-. executive order that eliminatship, they did not go out of ed the state's affirmative
their way at all to discover action policy. "I think that
what our situation was. They too much power by one perjust Went ahead and did it. son will result in harm."
What is local ~bout that? And
While some students
I am certain that the coun- seem to have a definite opinselors didn't go about saying ion, the majority lingers in the
that we would like ·to get rid zone of apathy. "I don't know
of this. I just think it's a anything," said one student.
bunch of politicians out there "What's the difference?" said
trying to cut money, without another.
looking at what they are cutFROM PAGE
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You .knQ.w it's in you. The desire to go farther: To -start where
others stop. Ifs why you ~hould consider Army ROTC. Ifs a

class where you,U face unique challenges· white developing
skills fike how to think on your feet and be a good leader:
Register today. And hold on tight.

ARMY R01C .Unlike any .other college tot:irse yon can take.
for more information contact
t ;MAJ Ni~k Coddington .at (407) 823-5~_83.

Need a ·Transcript?
Keep your
loose cash.
The Registrar's Office now accepts UCF SmartCards ·and most major
credit cards in payment for copies of Official Transcripts. The first two
Official Transcripts requested are provided without charge; additional
copies cost $5.00 each and must be paid for at the time of.the
request Now students have a choice of methods of payment:
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,.. UCF SmartCard. Payment must be made in the
Registrar's Office (MH 161}.
,.. Cash payment must be made to the Cashier's Office
MH 109). ACashier's receipt must accompany the
Transcript Request form. Checks and money orders
may be submitted to the Cashiers Office (receipt
required) or to the Registrar's Office (MH 161).
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JAMES NUNEZ
STAFF WRITER

Drug delivery man
On July 2, Officer
Mangan performed a routine
traffic stop on a Jonathan
Stern for obstructing a disabled parking space.
Upon looking into Stern's
vehicle, Mangan discovered
an orange pill bottle in a cup
holder. Mangan claimed that
when he asked Stern about the
pills, Stern told him that they
were a friend's. He then
showed Mangan the bottle,
who noticed that it had no
labels on it. Mangan identified the contents to be Xanax.
After asking Stern to exit
the vehicle, Mangan noticed
some drug paraphernalia and
a small zip lock baggy filled
with a green leafy substance.
He also found two bottles
of beer in the back seat of the

18-year-old's car.
Stern was arrested and
transported to the Orlando
County Jail.
Freshman
On June 30, Officer
Mangan noticed a subject possessing a Busch Light beer
can. Mangan said that once
the subject, Andrew Blecher,
noticed him he set the beer
can down beside a car in the
parking lot and began to walk
away.
Mangan noticed that the
individual appeared to be
under 21.
Upon making contact,
Mangan could smell the
strong odor qf alcohol coming
from his breath. Mangan
claims that Blecher admitted
to him to be 17 years of age.
Blecher was placed under
arrest for possession of alcohol under the age 21.
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SAK comedy lab, rock climbing discounted to students
FROM PAGE4

be reached on the Internet at
www.sigstrabby.com. Salon
hoors are Monday- Thursday 8
a.m.-9 p.m., Friday 8 a.m.-6
p.m., and Saturday 8a.m.-6
p.m. This is a great idea for self
indulgences, and heavenly
gifts.
Houston's
Orange Avenue, Winter Park,
407-740-4005
For a unique dining experience try Houston's located on
Orange Avenue in Winter Park.
Nestled in a cozy spot on the
waterfront, this restaurant provides ambiance with reasonable prices. The menu offers a
variety of foods with seasonal
products and a multitude of different tastes. The restaurant
contains an open kitchen, and
entertainment by a live pianist.
Indoor and outdoor seating is
available. This restaurant provides a different dining experience, and is open for lunch and
·
dinner.
The Orlando Science Center
Princeton St., Orlando, 407514-2060
The Orlando Science
Center is a place to spend a
lazy weekend day, while actually learning. The center is full
of astounding exhibits, a planetarium and observatory. It also
contains the Dr. Philips
Cinedome~ which functions
with 28,000 watts of sound.
The center's oper~ting hours
for May 28 - Aug.12 are
Monday to Thursday 9 a.m. to
5 p.m., Friday ·and Saturday 9
a.m. to 9 p.m. and Sunday 12
p.m. to 5 p.m. General admission is $9.50.
Moods wing Cafe
815 North Mills Avenue,
Orlando, 407-895-9777
A restaurant with an attitude can be the first
th6ught
upon
stumbling
upon
this unique
eating establishment. The storefront is decorated with such words as play,
love, greed, joy and calm.
Inside the restaurant, each
word has a dedicated section of
the dining room, and that section is decorated accordingly.
For instance, the greed section
is green and has a money tree,
and the play is decorated with
miscellaneous toys. The menu

is also unusual, with such items
as the "Be Yourself Burger".
Restaurant hours are 11 a.m. -11
p.m. on Friday and Saturday,
11 a.m.-10 p.m. Monday Thursday, 12 p.m.-5 p.m. on
Sunday.

below. The Blue Niagra, another
intense thrill ride, is 300 feet of
intertwined looping, racing,
splashing, and turning. Wet 'n'
Wild is open from 9 a.m.-10 p.m.
all summer and is $19 .99 for
Florida
residents.

SAK Comedy Club at
Theater Garage
380 West Amelia Street,
Orlando, 407-648-001
Eight shows are presented
every week in this two hundred-seat theater. This establishment upholds a no obscenity rule, and has been voted the
best place to see live comedy in
Orlando. One show is titled
"SAK duel of fools" and portrays two teams improvising
against each other based on
wacky suggestions from the ,
audience. The show runs on
Thursdays,
Fridays, ·and
Saturdays, at 8 p.m., and is $9
with a valid form of Florida
resident or student identification. Another performance
"Fool jam" ·is totally unrestricted comedy on Fridays and
Saturdays at 10 p.m. The price
is also $9 with proper identification. One performance; the
"Midnight thing watch" is an
array of kooky comedic creatures and is on Saturdays at
midnight, $5 or free with same
night ticket.

Aiguille Rock Climbing Center
999 Charles Street, Longwood,
407-332-1439
The Aiguille Rock Climbing
center offers a memorable experience with indoor rock climb-

Aloma Bowl
2530 Aloma Avenue, Winter
Park, 407-671-8675
How about an activity you
haven't tried in a long time?
It's time to go bowling. Aloma
Bowl, on Aloma Ave, offers
two nightly programs. Rock 'n'
Bowl, is on Friday nights starting at 10:30 p.m. This is $3 a
game. Moonlight Bowling is
every Saturday night at 11 p.m.
You must be 18 years or older
to attend Moonlight Bowling,
and the fee is $12 per person.

Wet 'n' Wild
International Drive, Orlando
.Want to cool off on these
hot summer days? How about
some fun in the sun at a local
water park? Wet 'n' Wild offers
various relaxing and thrilling
rides. One of the newest thrill
rides is the Storm. The Storm
washes riders down an elevated
chute into a giant open bowl,
where riders swing in circles,
and are then dropped in a pool

for more news, entertainment
and sports coverage

House
of
Blues
Downtown
Disney,
West Side,
Orlando, 407934-2583
The House of Blues, located
in Downtown Disney area, offers
a diverse variety of musical
entertainment. Shows change
daily, to find out the schedule of
concerts just call 407-934-2583.

Student Government Senate Allocations
1/1/01 to 6/30/01

Bill#

Organization Name

Purpose

Amount

Senate Working Fund
$0.00
$0.00
OAF0030
OAF003 l
OAF0032
OAF0033
OAF0034

Women's Lacrosse Club
Black Female Development Circle
Marcus Gould
SPR
SG Multi Cultural Affairs

OAF0035
OAF0036
OAF0037
OAF0038
OAF0039
OAF0040
OAF-0041

UCF Photographic Ass. (Shutterbug Club)
Robotic Battle Org.
SCEG-Brev (St Council for Exceptional Childre
UCF Baseball Club
Colege of Engineering & Computer Science
Society of Prof. Journ.the Independent
Circle K International

OAF0042
OAF0043

Jewish St Union/Hillel
Anny ROTC

OAF0044

Std. Veteran's Assoc.

OAF0045 . Society of Prof. Journ.the lndePendent
OAF0046 ACDA
OAF0047 SwfClub
OAF0048 Spanish Grad. Asasoc.
OAF0049 Soc of Professional Journalists
. OAF0050 Collegiate Percussive Arts society
OAF005 I Cypress Dome Society
OAF0052 Soc of Automotive Engineers
OAF0053 UCF Paintball Assnlfeam
6/l9/0I

Equipment for Club
Shades of Womenhood
Who's Who

$1,000.00
$1,000.00

Advocasy Forum, 2/16

$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00

Initail equipment for photo club underway
Battle Bots creation for competing
Workshop presentaion
Baseball season

$995.59
$1,000.00
$500.00
$950.00

Engr., ·& Computer Sci. Expo.

$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$100.00
$1,000.00

Newspaper publication
Putt Putt for IDD
Purim Program
Military Ball
Am. Traveling tribute

$1,000.00
$1,000.00

The Independent
Choir Banquet & talent show
Tournament season 2001
lst Annual Conf.
Publication for the independent
Equipment purchase
Cypress Dome magazine
Parts
Balls

Your Club's Registration Status must be updated before you can use your funding

$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$300.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
Page I ofB

1/1/0 l to 6/30/01

Bill#

Organization Name

Purpose

OAF0054
OAF0055
OAF0056
OAF0057

Soc of Professional Jourruilists
Gay, Lesbian & Bisexual St Union
SWAT (St Wellness Advocate Team)
Campus Advent Ministries

The Independent
BLBT awarenwss month
SWAT 5K at Greek park
Spring Outreach/Concert

OAF0058
OAF0059
OAF0060
OAF006 I
OAF0062
OAF0063
OAF0064
OAF0065
OAF0066
OAF0067
OAF0068
OAF0069
OAF0070
OAF0071
OAF0072
OAF0073
OAF0074
OAF0075
OAF0076
OAF0077
OAF0078
OAF0079
0AF0080

Collegiate Percussive Arts society
Nat'! St Speech Language Hearing Assn
LEAD Scholars Assn ·
Baptist Colle'iiate Ministries
The elements
UCF Photographic Ass. (Shutterbug Club)
Jewish St Union/Hillel
Muslim Student's Assn
SGA - SPR
Collegiate Percussive Arts society
Collegiate Music Educators Nat'! Conf
Bus. Adm. College Council
Push America
Soc of Professional Journalists
Jewish St Union/Hillel
United Resident Student Assn
UCF Fraternal Order of Marksmanship
Knightcast
CREOL Assn of Optic St
UCF Dive Club
UCF Paintball Assn!Team
SPIE - Student Chapter
United Resident Student Assn

Equipment
Symposium
Baseball promotions
Seminar on New Scientific evedences
Basket tournament
Photographic supplies
Speaker
MSA end of year banquet
Polo shirts for senate
Concert Percussion
Spring Gala
Computer Supplies

6129/01

Amount
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$750.00

Journey of Hope
The Independent
Israeli Independence day
Fine Arts Festival

$700.00
$599.99
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$820.00
$780.95
$300.00
$1,000.00
$128.00
$350.00
$1,000.00
$224.95
$550.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$994.06

"Summer a Shootout"
Fiber optic hub/wired cafe
Russian ln't media presenters
dive equipment
paint
engineer's sports day
fine arts fevtival

Your Club's Registration Status must be updated before you can use your funding

$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$810.00
$500.00
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Student Government Senate Allocations
1/1101 to 6/30/01

Organization Name

Purpose

OAF008 I
SB33-06
SB33-08

Educ. Curriculum Materials Ctr.
Potters' Guild .
Knightcast

Lamination Services for UCF students

SB33• l
SB33-25
SB33-35

Amateur Radio Club
UCF Baseball Club
Ice Hockey Club

SB33-36
SB33-43
SB33-44
SB33-47

College Republicans
Ice Hockey Club
Army ROTC
Veteran Students' Assoc.

SB33-48
SB33-56

UCF Paintball Assn!Team
Wind Society

Amount

SETSUO WATANABE, 2/01

$231.25
$5,405.00

Purchase equipment
Equipment purchase

$3,550.00

Baseball uniforms
lee hockey unionns

$1,500.00
$3,300.00

Hosting fees for Bile Hist Mtb.2127/01
Ice time, officials & dues
Military ball,3/28/01

$5,900.00

Total
6/l9/0I

$3,600.00

Traveling Vietman Wall Memorial
Field Time
Music Festivals
Senate Working Fund

Your Club's Registration Status must be updated before you can use your funding

•

•

$300.00
$1,000.00

Student Government Senate Allocations

Bill#

www.UCFfuture.com

ing. This provides an opportunity for a safe and entertaining
introduction for beginning rock
climbers. A day pass with student identification is only $10,
and climbers may leave and
come back with this pass at their
leisure. A rental package, which
consists of all essential equipment, costs $6. The rock climbing center is open Monday Friday, from 10 a.m. - 10 p.m.,
on Saturday from 10 a.m. to midnight and on Sunday 12-7 p.m.

$2,5~0.00

$4,000.00
$4,600.00
$3,750.00
$22,000.00
$102,989.79
Page 3 of8
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Loans a way to financially get through college
JOSHUA GROSSMAN
STAFF WRITER

Over the years college loans
have been the way that students pay
for their college tuition and other
expenses. This seems the easy way
out to the crushing blow on a student's wallet.
The Federal Government is the
main distributor of these loans, but
the loans are need-based and do not
always cover the entire cost.
Senior Marry Hanley feels the

"loans help pay for my education
and better my GPA instead of having
to work and lowering my GPA. The
loans give me more time to spend on
schoolwork and less time thinking
about paying off my tuition. The
loans are also fair and they don't
subsidize until you can find a job."
The'Federal Government offers
two types of loans, subsidized and
unsubsidized. The subsidized loan
provides the students with a longterm, low-interest loan, but is on a
need-based system. To be eligible

for a subsidized loan the student
must be enrolled as a full or part
time undergraduate student, be a
U.S. citizen, meet the financial aid
requirements · set by the Federal
Gove~ent and sign an application. On top of those requirements,
the student must also sign a certification statement so that the students
understand that the loans are for
educational purposes and not for
other reasons. The university has no
control over how the loans are used,
but hopes they are used for educa-

Student Government Senate Allocations
111/01 to 6130/01

Bill#

Organization Name

Amount

Purpose

C & 0-Travel

. Gt

.

R33-03

Ice Hockey Club

Competition Games, 1/10-1/11/01

$700.00

R33-04

St Physical Therapy Assn

PT Meetings, 02/14-02/18/01

$650.00

R33-05

Soc of Automotive Engineers

Competitions designs, 4/24-25 & 5116-5120

$700.00

R33-06

Institute of Industrial Engineers

IIE Conference, 2122-2124/01

$480.00

R33-07

Claudia Mujat

Attend Conference, 01/20-01/26/01

$250.00

R33-08

P.E. Majors Club

Health seminars, 01125-01127/01

$700.00

R33-09

Women's Lacrosse Club

2001 Mardi Gras Lacrosse Tour., 02/16-02/18/01

$700.00

R33-10

UCF Trial Team

Am. Mock Trial Reg, & natn'l, 02/16-02/18/01

$700.00

R33-ll

Nat'l Soc Of Black Engineers

27th Annual con. 3/14-3/18/01

$700.00

12th Ann. Blk.rose tour. 02/08-02111/01

$700.00

R33-12 .

Women's Rugby

R33-13

Dana Kantrowitz

R33-14

Ultimate Frisbee Club

Mardi-Gras Xl4

$642.00

R33-15

Louise Williams

20th Century Literature Conf. 2/22-2/24/01

$250.00

R33-16

Art Education Club

Nat'! art education conf.,3/15-3/18/01

$700.00

R33-17

HASA (Hispanic Am St Assn)

Fl. Hispanic/Latino forum, 2/23-2/25/01

$700.00

R33-18

Kappa Kappa Psi

Southeast district conf.,3/09-3/11/01

$700.00

R33-19

Tau Beta Sigma

Southeast district conf.,3/09-3/11/0 I

$699.85

R33-20

Pre-Med AMSA

Medical trip to Univ. of Miami, 3/31/01

$500.00

R33-21

Daniel Leahey

Southeast provincial conf. 2124-2125/01

$250.00

R33-22

Biological Graduate St Assn

2001 Benthic Ecology meting, 3/16-3/18/01

$288.00

R33-23

African American Stud Union (AASU)

FAASA spring retreat, 3/01-3/04/1

$700.00

R33-24

UCF Baseball Club

$700.00 ,

R33-25

Collegiate Percussive Arts society

4mths Game season
WGI indoor percussion world champ., 4/5-4/8/01

R33-26

St Nurses Assn

Nat'! std. Nurses assoc. conf, 4/04-4/08/0'l

$700.00

R33-27

Black Female Development Circle

Int'! blk. Womwn's conf., 3/3/0 I

$250.00

R33-28

Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia

Leadership convention, 6120-6/24/fJ l

$500.00

6129101

. Assoc. Writing Programs Con. 4/18-4121/01

Your Club's Registration Status must be updated before you can use your funding

$250.00

$700.00

Page 6of8

tional purposes.
The loans have an Annual
Aggregate Loan Limits that state
how much you can borrow. As an
undergraduate student, the first
year limit is $2,625, $3,500 the
second and $5,500 for years three
through five. Graduate sti.Iden:ts
can borrow a maximum of $8,500
per year. The maximum amount
as a dependent undergraduate is
$23,000 and for independent
undergraduates the maximum is
$46,000. For graduate students the
maximum amount that can be borrowed is $138,500. Interest rates
are actually very low at an annual
variable rate capped at 8.25 percent.
Subsidized loans have a
repayment period of up to 10
years, plus any periods of defer..:
ment or Forbearance and while
students are in school no payments are due.
The unsubsidized loan is also
a long-term, low-interest loan, but
it is not on a · need-based
system. However, the student is
responsible for the interest
incurred while the student is in
school. The eligibility requirements are the same as the subsidized loan.
The Annual Aggregate Loan
Limits are the same except that an
independent student may borrow
up to $6,625 the first year, $7,500
the second and $10,500 years
three, four and five. Graduate students can ·borrow. $18,500 per

1/1/01 to 6/30/01

Bill#

•

..

Amount

Purpose

Organization Name

promotion~

R33-29

Butokukan - Tae Kwan Do Club

200 I

R33-30

Am Soc of Civil Engineers

Nat's steel bridge, 5125-5126/01

belt testing

R33-31

Roller Hockey Club

Collegiate nat'l tournaIQent

$700·.00
$970.00
$1,000.00

R33-32

Radiologic Sciences St Org

Annual Conference,6/02-6/4/01

$525.00

R33-33

Am Soc of Mechanical Engineers

Regional conference, 4/5-4/7/01

$515.00

R33-34

Aril Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics

Regional Conference, 4/4-4/6/0 I

$500.00

R33-35

St Nurses Assn

Annual conference, 4/3-4/8/01

$300.00

R33-36

Zehra Siddiqui·

Freedom trip

$250.00

R33-37

Alice Uhlir

Haiti Missionary

$250.00

R33-38

Ultimate Frisbee Club

sectional & Regional tournament

$320.00

R33-39

Jasmine Warren

Best Buddies leadership conference

$200.00

R33-40

Hakan 07.akbas

Nat'! Conf. Inst of lndust. Engr.

$250.00

R33-41

UCF Trumpet Guild

$700.00

R33-42

Anthony Rivera

$500.00

R33-43

Gessie Inelys

$500.00

R33-44

Olga Semoukhing

R33-45
SB32-108

UCF Circle K Club
Re-allocated Bill for clubs

$6,280.53 .

SB33-01

Art Education Club

$1,235.00

SB33-05

St Physical Therapy Assn

$4,764.00-

$500.00
$660.00

Leadership Training Conf.

SB33-07 . Am Marketing Assn

$3,184.00

SB33-13

Phi Beta Lambda

$1,863.72

SB33-14

St Personnel Assn

SB33-15

Biological Graduate St Assn

Symposium on Sea Turtle,2123-2/28/0 I

$2,542.00

SB33-16

Institute of Industrial Engineers

South eastern Conf. 2122-2125/01

$1,135.00

SB33-17

Water Polo Club

tournament,2123-24 & 4/20-4122/01

$1,920.00

SB33- I 8

Am Soc of Civil Engineers

Conference, 3/15-3/17/01

$4,756.00

6129/0l

$3,535.00

Your Club's Registration Status must be updated before you can use your funding
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Student Government Senate Allocations
1/UOl to 6/30/01

Amount

Organization Name

Purpose

SB33-19

Financial Mgrmt Assn

2001, conference,3/22-3/24/01

SB33-20

CREOL Assn of Optic St

CLEO/QELS 2001,5/6-5/11/01

SB33-22

Senate C&O Committee

Senate retreat, 02102-02104/01

SB33-23

SGA

COSGA Conf., 2124-2/27/01

$1,269.00

SB33-28
SB33-29

Psi Chi, Nat'l Honor Soc.

Psychological Conf. 3/22-3/25/01

$2,035.00

Soc of Automotive Engineers

Three mini-baja, April-June

$3,817.00

SB33-30

Dana Kantrowitz

Wriring C<mf., 4/18-4/21/01

SB33-31

United Nations Assn-UCF

NMUN Conference, 4/10-4/14/01

SB33-33 .
SB33-45

Mock trial conf,2115-2/18/0 I
UCF Trial Team
SCEC-Brev (St Council for Exceptional Childre CEC Conference, 4/17-4121/01

Bill#

Total

6129/0l

$2,360.00
$6,200.00
SI0,46925

$400.00

C & 0 - Travel

Your Club's Registration Status must be updated before you can use your funding

$1,668.00
$2,513.25
$4,008.00
$89,404.60
Page 8 of 8
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Risks necessary in life, busilless
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Student Government Senate Allocations

year. The maximum amount that
the students can borrow is the
same except that graduate students
can only borrow $138,000. The
interest rates are the same and the
repayment period is same at 10
years. Principal payments are not
due while you are in school or in_
your initial six month grace period. However, interest is due while
you are in school and during any
periods of grace or deferment.
The interest payments can be postponed and capitalized at the start
of repayment.
Freshman Natalie Gross feels
"the money I owe to tbe government is not a concern at this
moment, but as long as it is used
for educational purposes it is well
worth it."
An alternative to the federal
loans that is not as popular to students is to take out a private loan
with a bank. Mary McKinney, the
executive director of Student
Financial Assistance said, "that
few students who attend UCF take
advantage of the.private loans due
to the low cost of tuition. The students that do take out private loans
are the ones that attend high costing universities."
McKinney thinks "loans are a
great opportunity for resources if
there is a need. She encourages
taking out a loan if is for a good
purpose, but discourages it if it is
used for the wrong reasons due to
interest when"the loans have to be
repaid."
·' r

tising from them. It must be nice
to spend zero advertising dollars
and be known as one of the elite
of the web? What a marketers
dream come true l And if you
think about it, these three companies have not been in existence
that long, as far as business goes.
First is N apster, the music
trading community. Although
there is still plenty of controversy
regarding trading copyrighting
material, there is no doubt this
idea reached millions of users in a
relatively short period of time, all
based on word of mouth advertising and free media coverage. I
have never seen an advertisement
from them other than partnering
to sponsor concert tours. When I
was first introduced to the N apster
concept, I immediately told three
of my friends, who told three of
their friends and you can see
where I'm going. This is viral
marketing at its finest. It changed
the way we live1 introduced us to
new music and of course, with
popularity comes controversy,
which created even more awareness. However the outcome of the
online music revolution turns out,
one thing for sure is that the
Napster concept is one of a kind.
Founder Shawn Fanning had a
simple idea and changed the
-world. First you get famous, then
comes riches!
Next is the world's largest
of
free
email,
provider
HotMail.com. Now owned by the

Mi-crosoft network, the idea
allowed users to check their mail
from any computer, anywhere in
the world. The brilliant idea here
· was adding a signature file to the
bottom of every email sent out
saying, "Get Your Private, Free Email from MSN Hotmail at
http://www.hotmail.com. Every
email message read is free advertising and the users of Hotmail are
doing all the work, by simply
sending emails. This simple idea
turns out to be one the best viral
marketing ideas I have ever seen
and the fastest medium ever to
reach over 30 million registered
users.
Third is eBay, which is the
premier leader for online auctions
and one of the . only profitable
Internet companies. Without a
doubt, they have the first mover
advantage. How many times have
you heard someone say, "I have
this old widget I want to sell and
the person responds. "Put it on
eBay". I personally say it all the
time. I have even heard shows on
TV joke about it. Nice joke,
because eBay is laughing all the
way to the bank, which has over
29 million registered users.
Founder, Pierre Omidyar's wife
wanted a place to sell her pez dispensers and one of the greatest
ideas of our generation came
about. People now make a living
by selling their goods on eBay. It's
changed lives and opened the
world up to a 24-hour a day global marketplace.

www.UCFfuture.com •July 18, 2001
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Irresponsible voters,
f oolisb Americans
AMY PAVUK
STAFF WRITER

I'm not sure what point in
American history we stopped
holding politicians and the
leaders of our country accountable for their behavior, but I
think it is obvious to everyone
that the USA is morally going
down the crapper. And why
shouldn't it-look at our leaders.
In a recent Gallup poll, 91
percent of Americans agreed
that adultery and extra.,marital
affairs are wrong and should
not be tolerated. Yet in the same
poll, only 34 percent of people
agreed that voters should know
if a politician was having an
affair. Does anybody ·notice
something a little odd about
this?
I think our past -president is
the most obvious of recent
examples. Bill Clinton lied
under oath, lied to all

Americans, lied before God
when he swore on the Bible and
yet the public still supported
him. And what did people say?
His personal life has no reflection upon his political performance. Well if you think he
would betray his wife and family, lie to the entire country who
voted him in office, that he
would not screw everyone else?
Presidents aside, look at
Rev. Jesse Jackson . He wasn't
being very honest to his wife
during his little affair. Granted,
no one is perfect and everyone
deserves forgiveness, but we
need to start holding our leaders
accountable.
Now
we
have
Representative Gary Condit,
who finally admitted to having
an affair with the missing intern
Chandra Levy after nine weeks
of questioning. Something is a
little fishy about the whole situation, and now, everyone is
worried and surprised that such

Who and what's next
with federal interns?
CASEY MCCORKLE
STAFF WRIT"fiB

a horrible-thing could happen.
Really, what do people
expect? Our leaders are dishonest. Money and power corrupt
the soul, and as a nation, we
continu~ to tolerate it day in
and day out.
We complain about politicians, saying they are all the
same. We say they lie, steal and
cheat. Yet, we do nothing about
it. Despite scandals, unethical
practices and illegal acts, the
same politicians are re-elected
into office.
The fact is: it's our own
fault. We conveniently overlook
issues when we feel it has little
significance to our personal
lives. We don't hold people
responsible, because we in
return don't want to be held
responsible for our own actions.
The old saying is true: what
goes around comes around. We
support the immorality of our
leaders, and in time, we too,
will get what is coming.

Anyone with a television, magazine or for that matter a life has
heard about the not-so-recent disappearance of Washington, D.C.
intern, Chandra Levy. Everyone has their own theories: lies, adultery or murder. By now, we've heard it all. But as an upcoming
intern, heading to D.C. this spring, I just have a few concerns ....
What is with our country and interns? We have serious issues.
As if the Monica incident wasn't embarrassing enough, now we
(possibly) have an intern of a prominent politician sitting at the
bottom of the Potomac (that's my theory). What is wrong with
America?
It is now understood that Congressman Condit (for those of
you who haven't been around the past few months, he is the democrat from California accused of having an affair with 24-year-old
federal intern Chandra Levy) has finally admitted to an extra-marital affair with Levy and about ten other girls. So we can establish
that Condit had a considerable amount to lose from the sudden and
public revelation of his infidelities.
A few other important facts:

Two ways to do things in life
CHRIS ZAPATIER
STAFF WRITER

There are two ways of doing
things, the easy way and the hard
way. The pros of doing things the
easy way are obvious, less risk and
less work, often for a guaranteed
reward. Then there's the less desirable option of doing things the
hard way. The benefits of: doing
things the hard way may not
become immediately apparent if
they ever become apparent at all.
It is easy to surround yourself
with friends and family who will
love you unconditionally and
therefore enable your complacency by never allowing you to find
yourself in a position where it's

-----·

too late to turn back. What is difficult is to strike out on your own
and risk monumental failure trying
to achieve gargantuan goals. It is
easy to take someone's ring, saddle yourself with a mortgage, and
then blame your lack of fulfillment
on the obligations of the life that
you created. What is difficult is to
deviate -from the choices others
have made in your best interest_in
the certainty that the satisfaction
you'll feel upon reaching the finish
line will more than make up for the
sacrifices you made during the
marathon.
At present, I am at a point in
my life where I am being forced to
ante up, to put up or shut up. I find
myself thousands of miles from

Now, I'm no detective and I certainly have no background in
criminal justice, but something about all of this just does not add
up. Go to any major news site and you will find pages and pages
of articles addressing the sudden and mysterious disapperu::ance of
the intern, but very little leads .as to what actually happened to her.
So many people, so many key pieces of evidence, but still no sign
of Levy. A gigantic game of "Where's Chandra" and the police are
not releasing any significant details-at least not to the public anyway.
And then suddenly, a sense of alarm washes over when you
think to yourself, "How much are they hiding from us?" Is it possible that a person can simply vanish, with no clear evidence, no
sign of a struggle, no witnesses, leaving us with virtually no clue
as to where the girl has gone? There is no way that she just vanished on her own. Something is seriously wrong with this situation,
and it's more than just the fact that Levy is missing. Either we have
incompetent local and federal police agents, or we have corrupt
and deceitful government officials. Take your pick, we lose either
way.
We need a better track record with our interns, especially since
I will soon be one of them. I value my life so I shall stay far, far
away from presidents, senators, congressmen, aides, cigars and
oval offices.

home with the voice of destiny
ringing in my ears. I am committed to answering that call partly
because I have never wanted anything so bad in my life. There is no
guarantee that my mission will
result in success. In fact, the
chances are greater than not that I
won't succeed, assuming that
loneliness, bitterness and poverty
do not make a casualty of me
along the way. Still, I am resolved
to put aside the nay saying of my
elders, forfeit established relationships and shelve my college
degree to make reality of my
dreams. I am determined to be
someone that others speak about
rather than someone who speaks
about others.

- - - - - - - ---- -.- -- - - - -
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• Levy had told several of her close friends that she was having an
affair with Condit.
• Apparently, she felt there might be a "future" with the congressman and believed he would leave his wife. However, he did not
return her feelings and allegedly broke off the relationship.
• She was planning a trip home, but never made it. Her packed
suitcases were sitting untouched by the door with no sign of foul
play or break in.
.
• Condit recently passed a lie detector test, denying any sort of
involvement with Levy's disappearance.
• Police have performed DNA tests and continue to maintain
Condit is not a suspect at this point.
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Open 8:30 _A M for Breakfast!!

Do we have an
obligation to
old friends?
JOSHUA MURDOCK
STAFF WRITER

Certified Loco's Pub &Grill!
Home of the Famous Buffalo Chicken Sandwich
Phone
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282-1900 · Fax 282-1905 • In the UCF Student Union

High school was just a
few years ago for most of us.
If you went to a Central
Florida high school you might
just run into an old classmate
while wondering around campus.
Questions run through
your mind when you think you
recognize that classmate
whom you haven't seen since
high school. Should I talk to
them? Will they recognize
me? What should I say? Just
hope you didn't forget their
name or it makes things a lot
more complicated.
There really is no reason
why you should avoid them,
unless you owe them money
or had a fling with their significant other. Why don't they
make the first move if they
really want to talk to :you?
They could be having those
same exact questions running
through their mind, they might
not recognize you, or just
haven't even noticed you yet.
Why don't you make the first
move to talk to them; or are
you too good for them now?

Let's hope you are not that
self-centered at this time.
Some people might rather
totally forget who you are and
not make an attempt to chat,
while others will want to reminisce about old times and
hear about the new. People
will change a great deal in college, whether it is in looks,
actions or attitudes. People
who snub you can leave a terrible impression in your mind,
but don't worry; they will gain
200 pounds and go bald before
the high school reunion comes
around.
I recommend catching-up
with old friends from high
school, if that person were a
true friend. Sometimes it's just
fun remembering the past and
laughing about the good old
days when you didn't know
better. It's not like most of us
know much better now a days.
It's good to keep friends
from throughout your life.
Maybe the acquaintance from
high school will become your
new best friend. Just saying
"hi" doesn't hurt, and catching
up with a friend can't be
worse then that math class
your taking.

Making your vote count
•
•
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Last week we asked you online: "Which genre of music
would you like to see CAB host this year?" You let us know
that UCF students love to rock:

Rock/Alternative:
Classic/Jazz:

35%
09%

Hip Hop/Rap/R&B:
Country:
Other:

19%
14%
05%

We want to know what you think. You can let us know by
logging on to www.UCFfuture.com and participating in the
Online Polls, Letters to the Editor and reader Forums.
Every week we wiJl publish your Letters to the Editor
and the. results of your Online Polls. We will also make it a
pointto .respond to your Letters to the Editor each week.

Editorial Cartoon

.l

STEVE McCAIN
STAFF WRITER

We should consider ourselves lucky. It's not every
day that we get to bear witness to the birth of a new
artform. And with computer animation, that's exactly
what we've been doing for the past 15 odd years since
its inception.
Computer animation builds on the techniques,
ideals and visual power of traditional, two-dimensional animation. And by standing on the shoulders of this
limitless visual language, computer animation has the
ability to reach farther still, to show the
audience
images
never before dreamt
of and to immerse us
in worlds never
before imagined.
Final Fantasy:
The Spirits Within
stretches
and
expands the limits of
computer animation
while giving new credibility to this burgeoning artform.
The beauty and detail of Final Fantasy's computer-generated world is simply astonishing. Spacecraft,
laser gu'ns and other sci-fi accoutrements exist in a
believable world of buildings, trees and cars without
looking out of place.
This digitally crafted
universe seems so
tangible and touchable that you're
immediately
engulfed by its surroundings.
The
character
design is amazing as
well. Human characters are rendered so
naturally that you can see individual strands of hair
blowing in a breeze and freckles on a face when a
character smiles. The characters are animated with a
technique known as "motion capture" which uses special body suits and sensors to trap all the subtleties
and nuances of a real live actor's movements. This
translates into incredibly fluid motion never before
seen in animation, whether computer-generated or
hand-drawn.
But, as with most
great leaps forward,
Final Fantasy: The
Spirits . Within may
have jumped too far
ahead. While pushing
the boundaries of the
artform of animation,
Final Fantasy left
behind most of the
disciplines of its chosen medium: cinema.
At first glance, Final Fantasy's visual progressions
may seem to have left other CG-films such as Toy
Story, A Bug's Life and Shrek to choke on its dust. But
after just a few minutes of watching Final Fantasy,
the viewer begins to sense that something's missing.
On the surface, Final Fantasy is optically mesmerizing, but, unlike previous digitally animated films, that's all it
has
to
offer.
Produced and directed by Square Films,
which is part of
Squaresoft (the company responsible for
the
ultra-popular
Final Fantasy line of
video games), Final Fantasy forgoes all of the cinematic conventions that are integral to film in favor of
incredible eye-candy. Plot, character development,
action, pacing and performances are handled so haphazardly as to be rendered non-existent and arbitrary.
This animated feature is less like a film and more like
a gloriously overblown video game.
The "story" takes place 60 years in the future on a

much more technically advanced but nearly annihilated Earth. Dr. Aki Ross (voiced by "ER's" Ming-Na) is
working with her mentor Dr. Sid (Donald Sutherland)
to find seven mysterious spirits that will aid the
remaining survivors of our ravaged planet in their
quest to repel an invading and hostile alien force.
What exactly these "spirits" are is never truly
explained, setting the stage for audience confusion
that finally culminates in utter disappointment and
anger at the weak
script, numerous plot
holes, lack of character
depth and numerous
other cinematic pratfalls.
And as spellbinding
as the animation is, it's
not without its share of
faults. Ironically, it's
the film's hyperrealism
that hinders it. During
the Golden Age of traditional, hand-drawn animation,
Walt Disney was tempted to use "rotoscoping" on his
first feature film Snow White. R_otoscoping is the 2-D
equivalent of 3-D "motion capture," in which a human
actor is filmed and traced onto acetate to produce a
hyper-fluid movement in animation. Disney realized
that though animation
and film belonged to a
similar medium, they
were completely different artforms. Why constrict
animation's
potential for boundless
motion by saddling it
with the limited movements of the hum.an
body?
In
Final
Fantasy, the movements of the characters, especially during action
sequences, look too subdued and subtle in a world
where rockets soar with ease and multi-limbed aliens
are a dime a dozen. Exagerration and elasticity are
trademarks of American animation and are sadly lacking in this film.
After Final Fantasy's gorgeous and engaging
opening sequence, the film quickly switches from an
exciting joyride to a bitter chore not even worth sitting through. A world
that seemed so inviting
and impressive quickly
becomes cold and sterile in its quest for style
over
substance.
Animation as an artform can do anything
and be anything~ but as
part of the larger, more
encompassing medium
of cinema, it has to
give more to the audience than just a series of pretty
pictures. Final Fantasy is a truly marvelous product
of art and technology, but sadly devoid of a soul. And,
in terms of technology, it bypasses its predecessors in
visual design. But whereas Final Fantasy: The Spirits
Within will only exist in the minds of viewers till the
next prettier, more
technologicallyadvanced fluff piece
comes along, films like
Toy Story and Shrek
will continue to thrill
audiences with wonderful characters and
engaging storylines.
Though we are fortunate to stand alongside the creation and development of a fantastic new
artform, giant leaps forward are also accompanied by
giant falls backward. Final Fantasy: The Spirits
Within is a technological achievement in its own right,
but it extends its reach too far to -compensate for its
obvious flaws. The film is not only a big-budget video
game; it's also a wax apple. Beautiful on the surface,
hollow at the core.
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Aries (March 21-April 20)
Image: "On a misty evening, a brightly lit Gothic
castle"
Message: Firm structures.
Home relations, family promises and romantic intimacy may require delicate discussions early this
week, Aries: expect close relationships to now
progress toward solid commitments . Single Aries
natives may soon pursue an unusual or unexpected
relationship. If so, Aries, all is fine: creative ideas,
social invitations and romantic opportunities are
now highly rewarding. After Friday carefully study
new duties or instructions. Older teachers, mentors
or authority figures may be misinformed: go slow.
Taurus (April 21-May 20)
Image: "A crisp, new five dollar bill"
Message: Fresh starts.
Social announcements and home decisions are
accented early this week, Taurus: before Thursday
expect loved ones to be highly motivated to change
their lifestyle, improve rehitio~ships or increase
financial security. For many Taureans this will
mark the beginning of several weeks of important
change in key relationships. Expect loved ones to
no longer be absorbed ii1 yesterday's family disappointments or business restrictions, Taurus: it's

0

')

n

time to plan solid home and romantic goals.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Image: "At the bottom of an ancient well, three
bright coins"
Message: New desires, new hopes.
Nostalgic ideals and messages from past lovers
may be distracting this week, Gem: late Tuesday
expect outdated relationships or dreamy_ romantic
moments to be a strong theme. Many Geminis will
this week experience a brief but intense phase of
romantic optimism, vivid memories and returning
emotional strength. Let the past fade quietly away,
Gem: this is your time to make peace with yesterday'£ disappointments and establish positive
growth in present relationships.
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Image: "At the corner laundromat, Superman
washing his cape"
Message: Preparing for something great.
Monday through Thursday close relatives or family friends may be ·unusually critical of your life
decisions, future goals or business outlook. Remain
graciously detached, Cane.er: this is not the right
time to publicly s.truggle with the opinions or social
observations of others. Rather; use this time to qui-

etly further pos1t1ve ideas and private dreams:
recent choices will soon be proven accurate. Avoid
controversy, Cancer, but follow your own unique
path: loved ones will soon offer approval.
Leo (July 23-August 22)
Image: "After a thunderclap, a rabbit bolting
through the woods"
Message: Making strides.
Older officials will expect powerful gains this
week. New assignments or daily expectations may
change dramatically before Friday: watch for
authority figures or managers to reveal controversial contracts, ideas or business information. All
will eventually work in your favor, Leo, so not to
worry. Do, however, expect temporary delays and
group disagreements. Late Saturday romantic
attractions are unmistakable. Trust your instincts,
Leo: new love is now possible.
Virgo (August 23-September 22)
Image: "Backstage at the theatre, a bouquet of
fresh roses"
Message: Celebration.
Brief love affairs, social triangles and romantic
HOROSCOPES CONTINUED ON PAGE 14
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STAFF WRITER
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just paint thinner with their art: It isJf t a
party tho~gh; it is strictly 21 and. up and has
a business casual dress code. The name CNOTE comes from the prlcing of the art,
ranging in denoniinations of $100 for purchase. While that might sound a little high
a college student, an art buyer would find
it very reasonable ,.and with the added benefit
of a good conscious because part ,0f the proceeds of the night go to the arts and music
programs of Fernctee.k Elementary School. A
$7 cover will be charged at the door to the
show but there is a free upstairs gallery that
everyone is invited to visit. 02 Elements is
at 49 N. Orange Ave. downtown between
Washington and Central Boulevard, so any
of you who are art-o-philes, looking for culture, or just trying to impress a date, C, NOTE might be something you should check
out.
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Crossword
ACROSS
Pre-owned
Beseeches
Summit
Pierce with a
horn
Raise steam
Bunny mommies
Bread buy
Reykjavik
populace
Hypocritical
Classic tune
Uproarious
Odysseys
Map volumes
Play on words
Peanut
Full-house letters

1
5
10
14
15
16
17
18
20
22

23
24
25
28
29
30

31 Wan
35 Face-to-face
exams

36

Tomeand
Principe

37 Spelunker
38 Sarazen or

Hackman
39 Fellow
40 Removing the
center of
41 School of
Buddhism
42 Fleets of warships

43 Steady current
47 Engender
48 Series of links

49 Small cigar
53
55
56
57
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Solutions

8 Christmas
season

A V .L S

9 Hottub
10
11
12
13
1·9

Befuddle
Univ. girls, once
Earn
Zigzag turns
Sentence subject
21 Snorns
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58

61
1

2

3
4
5

6
7
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Tryst
!-+--+-_ _ _ ____
Thug
Compel
24 Status
t:f 3 /\
___ Semple
25 Keenly eager
3 1 'ti d
McPherson .
26 Ripped
Funnyman Martin 27 Bank offering
Pub purchase
s .L s 3
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LONGWOOD HWY 17-92 & HWY 434 407-379-0080
WEST ORLANDO NORTH LANE & PINE HILLS RD

CHEAP GUYS
COMPUTERS

OPEN
MON-SAT, 10AMD9PM
SUN 11AMD6.PM
1-Sn-99-CHEAP

407-299-9943
SOUTH ORLANDO JOHN YOUNG & AMERICANA

407-447-1429

-·

WWW.CHEAPGUYS.C LARGEST INDEPENDENT DEALER IN CENTRAL FLORIDA

AMO, iNTEL & MICROSOFT CERTIFlED SYSTEM BUILDERS

CHEAP GUYS IS NOW OPEN .@ 3 LOCATIONS
THE FAMILY MASTER PLATINUM

WHY BUY FROM THE CHEAP GUYS?
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

WE CUSTOM BUILD SYSTEMS TO FIT YOUR BUDGET
WE DON ··,T MAKE YOU PAY FIRST AND THEN WAIT 2 WEEKS FOR YOUR SYSTEM
WE HAVE SYSTEMS IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE SALE
OUR SALES AND SERVICE DEPARTMENTS ARE OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
ALL SYSTEMS.COME WITH LEGALLY LOADED OPERATING SYSTEMS. CDl.;S, AND
CERTIFICATES OF AUTHENTICITY ARE ALWAYS PROVIDED.
EVEN SPECIAL ORDERS ARE USUALLY COMPLETED WITHIN 72 HOURS
NO RUSH FEES
NO FUZZV MATH ON UPGRADES OR DOWNGRADES OF SYSTEMS
NO BAIT & SWITCH TACTICS HERE
OVER $500,000 IN INVENTORY TO SERVE ALL YOUR COMPUTER NEEDS

MIDTOVVER DELUXE ATX CHASSIS, 300 WATI POWER SUPPLY, ECS K7VZA DELUXE SOCKET A
MAINBOARD, AMO ATHLON THUNDERBIRD 1000CPU,128 MB PC133 MICRON SDRAM, 40 GB ULTRA
ATA-100 HARD DRIVE, 64 MB VOODOO 5 5500 DELUXE NON-INTEGRATED AGP GRAPHICS CARD, 56K
V.90 HARDWARE BASE MODEM, KINGSTON 10/100 NIC, 3D SOUNDBLASTER COMPATIBLE SOUND,
MITSUMI FLOPPY, 8X4X32 CDRW, 12X DVD, DESIGNER KEYBOARD, MOUSE, SPEAKERS, WINDOWS ME
.
W/ CD, MEGA SOFTWARE BUNDLE,

ONLY $999.99

5% OFF ALL REGULAR & ADVERTISED PRICES WITH THIS AD & UCF STUDENT OR ALUMNI ID

THIS WEEKDS BLOWOUT SYSTEM SPECIALSI! NO LIMITED QUANTITES! NO BULL!
INTEL 600 MHZ SYSTEM

THE COYOTE JR.

THE FAMILY MASTER

. Includes 150 COLOR SVGA MONITOR &

Includes 170 COLOR SVGA MONITOR &

Includes 170 COLOR SVGA MONITOR &

COLOR PRINTER

.

"

COLOR PRINTER

COLOR PRINTER

Intel Celeron 600MHz FC-PGA CPU
64 MEGS of PC-100 SDRAM (up to 256MB Max supported)
Built in Intel Direct 30 2X AGP Video (Shared Memory)
56K V.90 Rockwell Chipset Modem
Built in Crystal 30 PCI Sound
10 GIG IDE Hard Drive, 40x (MAX) CD ROM Drive
1.44MB Floppy, PS/2 Keyboard, PS/2 Mouse, Speakers
2 USB Ports. 1 in front and 1 in back for easy access
Intel 810 Chipset microATX Motherboard
Audio In & Out I Game Port on front
One open 5.25" External Drive Bay
Two open PCI Slots, 1 Serial / 1 Parallel Port
Windows 98 w/ Cd, Manual, & COA

AMO DURON 750 MHz CPU
128 MEGS of PC-133 SD,RAM (up to 1.5 GB Max supported)
32 MB Savage 4 Direct 30 4X AGP Video
56K V.90 VOICE/DATA Modem, 10/100 NIC
Built in AC97 30 PCI Sound
20 GIG IDE Hard Drive, SOx (MAX) CD ROM Drive
1.44MB Floppy Drive, PS/2 Keyboard, PS/2 Mouse
Amplified Stereo Speakers
.

POWERFUL AMO DURON 800 MHz CPU
128 MEGS of PC-133 SDRAM (up to 1.5 GB Max supported)
32 MB Savage 4 Direct 30 4X AGP Video
56K V.90 VOICE/DATA Modem
Built in AC97 30 PCI Sound, 10/100 NIC CARD
40 GIG IDE Hard Drive, 8X4X32 CDRW & 8X DVO.ROM
1.44MB Floppy Drive, PS/2 Keyboard, PS/2 Mouse

2
USBK7VMA AT~ Motherboar~
ECS

TWO open 5.25" External Drive Bay
Windows ME w/ Cd, Manual, & COA

ONLY $599. 99

ONLY $799.99

NO

REBATES & NO BULL

(WITHOUT MONITOR OR PRINTER 399. 99)

UPGRAl>E

TO 128 MB SDRAM, 20 GIG HARD

DRIVE, cl 12X DVD FOR ONLY $99. 99

p~

Wrrll11
DUrOfl·•
.•

8

i~~= :::: ~~~ Sla;:,r~~~~771 :!rallel Port M:"'"~:,·~«:: .:.

Windows ME w/ Cd, Manual, & COA

NO REBATES

a NO

Amplified Stereo Speakers, 2 USB Ports

ECS K7VMA ATX Motherboard
MEGA SOFTWARE BUNDLE

ONLY $999.99
BULL

(WITHOUT MONITOR OR PRINTER 599.99)

UPGRADE TO TBIRI:> 1000 MHZ CPU ONLY $119.99
UPGRADE TO 256 MB SDRAM FOR ONLY $99.99

ii

NO REBATES & NO BULL

(WITHOUT MONITOR OR PRINTER 799. 99)

UPGRADE TO TBIRD 1000 MHZ CPU ONLY $99.99
UPGRADE TO 256 MB SDRAM ONLY $99.99
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attraction will be unavoidable over the next 11 days, Virgo:
early this week watch for powerful romantic passions and
rare social invitations. Although controversial, new relationships will rapidly expand, Virgo: over the next few
weeks many Virgos will take obvious emotional control
over their private lives. Lifestyle decisions, public image
and new social introductions_ are highly favored at this
time, Virgo: don't avoid positive emotional change.
Libra (September 23-0ctober 23)
Image: "In early September, three school girls opening
their lockers"
Message: New combinations.
Early this week, Libra, cancelled plans or quick social
changes may create minor tensions between friends and
lovers. Late Monday expect a sharp increase in gossip,
controversy and social speculation. For many Librans this
period of scattered information will initiate a 3 week period of intense social change. Before mid August expect
business and social relationships to quickly expand. Past
history will be key, Libra: thoroughly check all facts, statements and records.

Short-term projects may now require a special effort,
Pisces: late Tuesday expect previously silent colleagues to express new opinions and ideas. Although
temporarily draining, Pisces, creatiye input is worthwhile and will soon restore positive relations: don't
avoid difficult workplace triangles. Later this week
romantic communications will also increase: expect
lovers and close friends to end a recent silence with a
gentle declaration of attraction, loyalty and friendship. A strong week, Pisces: enjoy!
If your birthday is this week ... recently strained relations with colleagues and new co-workers will soon
improve: before early August expect new assignments, revised work habits or complex instructions to
· captivate group attention. Team efforts will be greatly
rewarding in the coming months: use this time to create unique friendships ·and re-establish a positive
alliance with fellow workers, students or business
partners. Some Cancerians will also experience a dramatic expansion of romantic commitments in the
coming few months: _by mid-February 2002 expect
reliable long-term proposals and passionate romantic
overtures.

Scorpio (October 24-November 21)
Image: "Two jugglers, a bulldog, four sailors and a parrot"
Message: A circus of fools.

FUTURE

Distribution
Driver
Wanted!

(I

• Paid positio~n
• Tues. night and/or Wed.
morning availability
• Truck needed
E-mail publisher@lJCFfuture.com

Work and social relationships will this week be easily confused by minor disagreements, Scorp: watch for colleagues
and friends to be focused on unimportant details. Facts,
numbers or promises may be a strong concern, Scorp:
expect others to challenge social information and public
ideas. After Thursday, however, your ability complete difficult tasks will dramatically increase. Work on your own,
if at all possible, Scorp: all will be well. Early Sunday
home finances will improve: expect steady gains.
Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)
Image: "Flying over snow capped mountains, a small
white dove"
Message: Graceful balance.

THE central florida

UCF's Student Radio Station

on
Campus Cable Channel 21_
on your TV!
View a Program Schedule at:

,,

wnsc::. ac::f.eda
!. '

Family decisions and delicate social discussions are
accented this -week; Sage: over the next few days ,your
emotional insight will be helpful to loved ones. Tuesday
through Friday expect friends and reiatives to request
advice, ask probing questions or publicly dismiss the ideas
of a mutual friend. All is well, Sage, so not to worry. Do,
however, expect financial disputes to continue until midAugust. Late Friday a friend or lover may reveal new family information. Patience is key, Sage: stay focused.

<,

How do you get the

Capricorn (December 22-January 20)
Image: "Deep in the woods, a gathering of young foxes"
Message: Fresh ideas, new alignments.
Before mid-week financial details and official contracts
may present misleading information. Over the next 19 days
postponed assignments or neglected tasks may demand
special attention: spend extra time finalizing minor duties
and verifying obligations, Cap: all will be well. After
Wednesday a refreshing romantic and social outlook is due
to arrive: watch for recently troubled love relationships to
become almost effortless. Trust your inner voice, Cap:
romantic promises are genuine.
Aquarius (January 21-February 19)
Image: "Outside a church, a priest blessing the faithful"
Message: Promise, trust, loyalty.
Long-term relationships and marital commitments are a
strong theme over the next few days: expect romantic partners to now ask for further dedication or return to old
habits, ideas and patterns. All is well here, Aquarius: in
fact, for many Aquarians this brief period of romantic discussion will lead to rewarding romantic decisions and
rekindled intimacy. Listen closely to the needs and observations of loved ones, Aquarius: important social and
romantic changes will soon be delightfully unavoidable.

Music you really want

and avoid being disappointed?

Simple Come to CD Spinners
N

We are the n_
ew way you buy music. Our motto is 'We're happy .. when you're happy!'
We mean It. Our CD's are previously previewed by other members and if you don't like
It we'll buy It back less a small restocking fee. The other guys won1 do an even
exchange ·once yolive opened the case. We only stock the most popular classic and
current titles. We're not a typical used store, we don1 buy unwanted CD's from the
public so you won't be looking at someone's discards. The only thing you have to
loose is your money Hyou go somewhere else. Your music collection will grow along
with your savings account.

We Offer:
~
~

FREE MEMBERSHIP
BUYBACK PROTECTION
~ EXTENSIVE INVENTORY
~ TOTALLY NEW CONCEPT .

FIND US AT:
CD Spinners, Inc.

Suncrest Village Shopping Ctr.
UnlVerstty & Dean Rd.
Ortando, FL 32817

407-671-1617

Pisces (February 20-March 20)
Image: "On the distant horizon, a posse of horses"
Message: Imminent rescue.
(
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LEAD STORIES
-- Military researchers will soon try to
combine the two awfullest smells ever
engineered, in an attempt to develop
the ultimate nonlethal weapon, a magnificent stink bomb. According to a
July report in New Scientist, the winning stenches (excrement and rotting
foods/carcasses, with each technologically "improved" to even fouler levels) would be mixed,
with the result ·a fetidness so overpowering that not only
would it disperse people in a panic, but would· also act
on brain tissue in the same fear-provoking way that other
unrecognizable stimuli do.
-- In July, the city council of La Verkin, Utah, passed an
anti-United Nations ordinance (soon to be copied by the
city council of Virgin, Utah) that not only prohibits the
municipal government from recognizing any UN activities but also requires any private citizen engaged in such
activities to-file an annual report with the city and to post
a sign on his property informing the
Neighbors
-- So powerful is the fear by.Los Angeles high school
administrators that were they to select a single valedictorian for a school, it would hurt other students' feelings,
that Granada Hills High had 44 valedictorians this year,
Chatsworth High 31, Cleveland High 20, Monroe High
17 and North Hollywood High 10, according to a New
Times Los Angeles report in July. Said one dissenting
teacher, sarcastically: "If one person got very, very good
grades and was singled out as valedictorian, we might be
saying they are better than other kids. And we can't have
that."
Tough Times for Gays
-- In May, two anti-discrimination bills were voted out
of the Illinois House; the bill prohibiting public establishments from discriminating against motorcyclists
passed, 111-0, and the bill prohibiting discrimination
against gays and lesbians passed, 60-55. Also in May,

the Washington state legislature's student anti-bullying
bill was stalled by lobbying from Christian conservatives, who believe the law would make it harder for them
to scold gay and lesbian school kids for their "immoral"
lifestyles. And in documents turned up earlier this year
in a lawsuit, the R.J. Reynolds tobacco company was
revealed to have begun a marketing campaign in the
early 1990s in San Francisco directed at homeless smokers and gay smokers, and to have called its program
"Project SCUM" (which it said referred to "subculture
urban marketing").

The Litigious Society
-- In filing her April lawsuit in Tacoma, Wash., against
the Tahoma Veterinary Hospital, Michelle Ford made it
clear that she expected a jury award equivalent to that
for the loss of a human family member, though the
"wrongful death" in this instance was that of her beloved
220-pound Saint Bernard, Elizabeth, who died during
her third-time Caesarian-section procedure (from which
15 puppies resulted). And in May, a judge in
Northampton, Mass., dismi~sed Lamar Peoples' lawsuit
against Massachusetts Electric Co. after his cat, Venus
Viola, was electrocuted on an uninsulated company
wire; -Peoples was demanding $250,000, which is the
value of the good luck he said the cat was expected .to
bring hi_m, but the judge shipped the case to small claims
court.
-- Australian judge Brian Herron awarded Arthur and
Filommena Raso and their two children about $85,000
in damages in March when they suffered food poisoning, apparently after eating pork purchased from a local

wholesaler. In addition, due to special
demand by Arthur Raso, the judge awarded
about $1,200 additional for the unusually
large number of rolls of toilet paper the
family says it went through because of diarrhea from the tainted pork.
-- In March, twice-convicted murderer
Kenneth Williams, 21, filed a lawsuit
against the prison system in Arkansas (his
current residence), demanding his right to be placed on
death row. The prison, noting Williams' violence and
history of escape attempts, had transferred him from
death row to its maximum-security lockup for its most
problematic cases. Williams says the deprivation of
"rights" has caused him mental, emotional and physical
distress, and besides, he hasn't tried to escape in over
year (even though he killed a man during that escape).

a

The Entrepreneurial Spirit
-- 21st Century Russian Technology: Russian inventor
Dmitry Zhurin (or his colleague Sergei Lykov, depending on the news source consulted) told reporters in
February that he has introduced a working model of a
talking vodka bottle that proposes toasts (roughly translated: "Another round, then?" and "To our beautiful
women"). Periodically after the initial unscrewing of the
cap, a louder cacaphony of voices is heard. The battery
doesn't last long after its first use, but then, as Zhurin
points out, neither usually does the vodka.
-- A Decatur, Ga., company that makes ecosystem-preserving, concrete artificial reefs for fragile areas in the
world's oceans has also finished about 60 jobs in a side
business: mixing cremated ashes into the concrete "reef
balls" so that, as the company's owner describes it, the
deceased can spend eternity among m~e life rather
than on a plot of land with dead people. Costs range
from $850 (being part of a community reef) to $3,200
for your own reef ball; the balls are then donated to government reef projects, with about 30 so far off the coasts
of Florida.

,..,

Shhh, ·the secret's out·!

Grandma reveals \\\\.\\i~~QUScoqkie recipe!
~
~
Scientists discover sjgns of life GO 6aturnl
edsouth reduces PLUS Loan interest rate a full percentage IJoint! '

all about access
For access to these and other earth-shattering secrets about student loans call 1.800.edsouth, or check out our website at www.edsouth.org
edsouth is an edamerica-serviced lender.

PLUS Rate reduction is for parents who remain current on their loan payments. PLUS Loans eligible for rate reduction must have first disbursement after 1-1-01.
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Place your ad today! 407-977-1009 (fax: 407-977-0019)

THE central florida

FUTURE

CLASSIFICATIONS

Telephone Hours
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Address
120 Alexandria Blvd., Suite 17
Oviedo, FL 32765

Deadline

Call or E-mail Today!

Noon on Friday prior to publication

(407) 977-1009
Classifieds@UCFfuture.com

How to Place an Ad
In Person:
Cash, Check or Money Order

General

By Phone:
(407) 977-1009
By Mail:

The Central Florida Future is
the Student Newspaper
serving UCF since 1968.

Send copy along with check

One Issue:
One Month:
One Semester:

How to Write a Good Classified Ad

Help Wanted
For Sale
For Rent
Personals

Services
Events
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous

HELP WANTED
Summer Painting Position - College Works
is hiring students to get a tan while painting
homes this summer! No experience necessary.
Transportation required. $7-$14/hr. Incentive
pay. Call (407) 528-1815.
Accounting for small business in Oviedo.
$7/hour to start 5 hours per week. Will train.
Can set hours to fit your schedule.
407-365-3648.
NEED AN ATTORNEY?
Landlordffenant Disputes •All types of
Accidents and Persona] Injuries •
Workers Comp • Contract and Business
Disputes • Insurance Disputes •
Harassment and Discrimination •
Debt Collections • and Many Others
Call today to discuss your rights.
The Law Office of Piercy J. Stakelurn
(407) 246-7040.
Home care for Elderly Lady. Family in need
of Care Giver for assistance with elderly
woman. One or 2 hours per day. $8.00 per
hour. Waterford Lakes area. As many days a
week as possible 407-658-2722.

l. Start your ad with the merchandise you are selling. Starting with the
merchandise makes it easier for the reader to locate your item for
sale.
2. Always include the price of the item(s) you are selling. 52 percent of
classified readers do not respond to ads that do not inclu\le a price.

Valet Parking Positions available for
friendly, outgoing and motivated people. Must
be available to work at least 24 hours per
week. We have full time & part time, AM &
PM positions available at upscale hotels in the
Downtown Orlando and Disney Worlp areas.
Starting pay is $9 - $12 per hour. Please call
407-841-7275 Monday - Friday 9 a.m. -5 p.m.
After hours and weekend, please lep.ve a voice
mail message and we will return your phone
call ASAP.
Top Kids Academy 1912 N. Dean Rd. Day
Care, Pre-K, 6:30 am-6:30 pm. Need part-time
assist. 407-340-4221.
New delivery restaurant Wing Zone hiring
drivers, cooks and flyer people. Call
(407) 657-9855 between 5-7 p.m. to apply.
Part-time or Full-time Kennel Attendant,
experienced preferred. Veterinary clinic. 45
Alafaya Woods Blvd. Oviedo 407-366-7323

FOR SALE
Bed - Brand new mattress. Full size still in
plastic. Must sell $135. Can deliver.
407-422-8848

3. Keep abbreviations to a minimum. Make it easy for readers to
understand.
4. ,flace your$elf in the reader's positi.oo. Ask what you would like to
know about the merchandise for sale. Include information such as
brand names, color and other specific description$.

27" Sony Trinitron - like new - l year old.
$200.00 finn. Call Brian at 407-971-9602.

Bed, orthopedic firm mattress sets with 5 year
warranty. Brand new- Twin $75, Full $95,
Queen $115, King $165. Can deliver
407-354-0069.
Bed - 1 Absolute Bargain! Queen orthopedic
pillow top mattress set. brand new. Must sell
$250. Can deliver. 407-422-8848.
'97 Ford F-150 Lariat, loaded, Super Cab, ext.
bed, 48,500 miles, $17,500. Call
407-977-0196 or 407-761-7418.

ROOMMATES
I

Room for Rent - New 3 bedroom home on
Lake/Gated community 6 minutes from UCF
campus. $475.00/mouth includes util, nonsmoking, no pets; security system, furnished,
pool, tennis courts, 407-482-3202
941-461-5101 Amy or Kris.

(Charges fisted above include an ad
of up to five lines, 30 characters per
line. $1 each additional line).

SERVICES

l'

LAUNDRY SERVICE FREE P/up & Del We wash, dry & fold 10 lbs for $20, larger
loads less $ - Container(s) furnished. Combine
yours with roomies & save! 407-767-965 l.
Transportation Services to Airport, Beaches,
tK.ennedy Space Center, Downtown Orlando &
All attract.ions. Call Transmax Trans @
1-888-550-6299

ROOMMATE NEEDED
A responsible, clean, quiet and study-oriented
individual, either male or female is needed for
a 2/2 apartment within walking distance from
UCF. You will have your own bedroom &
bathroom. No pets, parties or loud music. You
will need to pay your bills on time. Can move
in mid-August. Rent is $250 + 112 utilities.
Deposit = $250. Leave a message with your ·
phone# and best time to call
Byron777@excite.com

FoRRENT

$6 per ad
$5 per ad
$4 per ad

Bolding:
$0.75 extra.
Large Headline: (9pt) $0. 75 extra

2/2 Condo for rent - Ceramic tiled floors.
Full washer/dryer, excellent appliances, close
to UCF, on pond/pool/jacuzzi, alarm, screened
porch, avail in July. $795/month lst/last/dep
407-256-5805

'93 Honda Del Sol Convert, 46,000 mi, ex.
· cond, air bag, cruise, tach, tinted windows,
alloy whls & locks, lg trunk, pwr wind & mirr,
mich tires, $6,950 Firm 407-359-8575

r

Custom Maid for you. Customized cleaning
service to meet your needs. Weekly, bi-weekly, monthly, affordable, reliable and thorough.
Call Leigh at407-739-5344.
IS CHEMISTRY DRIVING YOU CRAZY?
Is it all Greek to you? Thinking of changing
your major? Need a tutor? Call Virginia at
407-366-6079. Located in Oviedo - 15 yrs.
Experience - Reasonable Rates - Flexible
Hours - Computer Access
E-mail TheChemTutor@aol.com

·I.

DJ Connoiseur - International Mobile DJ of
the Month by DJ Times Magazine. Fonnals,
Parties, Weddings. Visit DJCARL.com to hear
MP3 mixes and see videos. Call 407-3068010 today!

Angela
Peterson

Versatility. It's a quality we all admire. Particularly in the
workplace. Because employees who can do many things

Orlando Sentinel
Senior Photographer

well enable their company to do the same. The fact that
What's the toughest part of
your job, Angela?

the Orlando Sentinel has grown into Orlando Sentinel

"Seeing the pain and the challenges that many people have
to deal with in their daily Jives.
But most ofthestories have an
uplifting outcome."

Communications - a multimedia company with Web

Why's that?

talents of employees like Angela. An award-winning pho-

"Because one story can touch so
many lives. So many Fives. So
many people have opened their
hearts and sflared their stories
with me. And their lives have
been changed because of. the fr
generosity of our readers. 0
That .must be gratifying.

marketing, and more - is a testament to the diverse

tographer, Angela has also done her share of diversifying
- becoming an accomplished teacher, mentor, dancer
and more during her years with the Sentinel. And like
Angela, the Sentinel has many exciting plans for the
future. But we can't get there

1

ft is. That's my favorite part of
my job. To be able to share
these stories and help make ,
good things happen."
'

sites, a 24-hour cable news station, direct mail, database

without individual vision and versatility.

Maybe you have those qualities. And like Angela, you
As one of many long-terrn
employees, what do you think
keeps people here?

°For one thing, it's a very open
environment, very receptive to
new ideas. Everyone has been
supportive in everything I've
tried to do. They1ve helped me
find my own strengths.

long to discover more about yourself. If so, think Orlando
Sentinel Communications. Because we know the only
way to achieve our company's full potential is to help our
employees achieve theirs.

H

What do you see for the
future?

"Oh, lots of change. We're a
multimedia company, so we're
redefining ourselves, doing a lot
of things no one else is
doing ... and that's exciting."

Call the Sentinel Careerline today at
407 /872-7200, category 9121.
To visit online, go to
OrlandoSentinel.com/careers

Her powerful photographic:
images have garnered Angela
many exhibits

People touching lives

through information.
Information touching lives

through people.
(
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Recruiting gaffs result in penalties for Clemson
FROM PAGE

18

ments the names of the staff
members who had been punished or were involved in violations.
A second member of the
football staff had his salary
frozen and received a letter of

reprimand for providing an
impermissible snack during the
Jan 12-14 recruiting weekend in
January.
On that same weekend,
another secondary violation
occurred when fans were permitted to interact with a recruit outside the football stadium. The

reduction in official visits was a
response to the contact outside
the stadium.
All told, three· members of
the football staff received letters
of reprimand for their actions
that weekend.
An additional assistant
coach was required to attend an

NCAA rules-compliance seminar in a letter in which Robinson
said the coach used the dock and
the Hilton Head residence of the
booster.
In a May 29 letter to
President James Barker, NCAA
Director of Enforcement Mark
Jones indicated that the infrac-

tions are being processed as secondary
violations.
NCAA
Committee on Infractions member Dick Dunn will review that
decision.
The NCAA will rule on the
matter, but in most cases, the
recommendation of secondary
violations is accepted.

Syracuse receiver charged ' Ex-Coach decries proposed bet ban
with false impersonation
Former
Georgetown
University men's basketball
coach John Thompson lashed
out recently at the NCAA's
effort to outlaw legalized betting in Nevada on college
sports.
Thompson, who resigned in
January 1999, said a ban on
Nevada sports books would
leave college sports wagering
unregulated and totally · controlled by illegal bookies.
"If you illegalize (college
sports) gambling in Nevada ...
you're not going. to stop it,"
Thompson said June 28 at a

convention in Baltimore of The
Associated
Press
Sports
Editors.
".We need to learn how to
monitor it, learn how to deal
with it," he said. "I'm not advocating somebody should (gamble). But it's foolish to say it's
not a part of our society. If you
take it out of Las Vegas, every
illegal bookie in this country
will still be running books, and
every kid that has no supervision will be vulnerable to it."
Thompson, a frequent visitor to Las Vegas, raised eyebrows when he applied for a
Nevada gaming license in 1995.
He had hoped to acquire 10

. . . ·. .

· ... ,

TMS CAMPUS

MATTHEW McGUIRE
TMSCAMPUS

Authorities
charged
a
S ytacuse University football
player with false impersonation
after he gave state troopers several fake names during a traffic
Stoll.
Johnnie Morant, 19, was
pulled over in Cortlandville,
N.Y., about 30 miles west of
Syracuse, in the early morning
hours Monday, June 18, police
said. He had been traveling 89
mph in a 65 mph zone.
Morant told police he had no

identification and gave several
fake names, police said. He had
been driving on a suspended
license.
Morant, a 6-foot-4, 218pound wide receiver, had just
completed his freshman year at
the university, where he played in
three games for the Orangemen.
The university had not yet
administered any disciplinary
measures against Morant, said
Sue Edison, director of athletic
communications. The university
and athletic department would
work together to administer any
discipline, she said.
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percent of a subsidiary headed
by Coast Resorts Chairman
Michael Gaughan that has the
slot- machine concession at
McCarran International Airport.
Thompson decided not to
pursue the application after
receiving complaints from the
Rev. Leo O'Donovan, who was
the president of Georgetown,
and NCAA President Cedric
Dempsey.
The 59-year-old Thompson
now works as an analyst for
Turner Network Television on
National Basketball Association
games and has his own sports
talk radio show in Washington,
D.C.
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Women's crew team announces signings
FROM PAGE

20

onship. Day One will feature the #3 seed
vs. #6, and #4 vs. #5. Friday's semifinals
pit the #1 seed vs. the 4/5 winner and #2
vs. the 3/6 winner. Game times for the
matches, including Saturday's final, have
not been set.
UCF crew signs four recruits
The UCF women's rowing team
recently announced the signing of four

athletes, including three Florida natives.
Maya Fluharty (Oviedo/Oviedo HS)
signed on as an out-of-sport recruit with
Head Freshman/Novice Coach Vicky
Summerfield-Self. Although Fluharty
has never rowed before, she has an excellent athletic record at OHS as a member
of the cross country, track, soccer and
swimming teams. Most recently, she
competed on the school's weightlifting
team.
Meanwhile, Golden Knights Head

Lightweight Coach Chris Deatrich
signed three proven rowers - including
Jessica Naftzinger (Tallahassee/Leon
HS), Heather Seward (North Fort
Meyers/Fort Meyers HS) and Ashley
Shapiro (Ventnor, N.J./Atlantic City HS).
Naftzinger rowed four years for
Coach· Tom Morgan, earning three letters
and captaining the team. Most recently~
she rowed seven-seat in the varsity lightweight 8+ that took first place at the
Miami Invitational and the Gainesville

Crew Classic.
Seward rowed with the Fort Myers
Rowing Club during high school. Her
experience lies mostly in sculling as she
has earned several single titles, including
one at the Southeast Regional Regatta.
She also placed 10th in the spares event
at the Junior Nationals.
Finally, Shapiro also lends experience at starboard. Her record includes a
first place finish in the Novice 8+ at the
New Jersey State Championships.

Five -members of Clemson football staff disciplined for violations
KEN TYSIAC .
KNIGHT-RIDDER TRIBUNE

CLEMSON, S.C. - Five
members of Clemson's football
staff received penalties ranging
from mandatory attendance of a
rules seminar to frozen salaries,
and a booster has been disassociated from the athletics program
for one year .in response to secondary NCAA violations, the
school announced recently.
Clemson Chief Public
Affairs Officer Cathy Sams said
the penalties involving the
booster stem from violations
committed while recruiting two
football players from Gaffney
High School. The assistant
coach also was required to

x

attend a rules seminar at his own
expense and will not be eligible
for a salary increase or a bow1
· bonus until Sept. 1, 2002.
That coach also will not be
allowed to recruit off campus
until Feb. 6, 2002, and has
received a letter of reprimand.
In
addition,
Clemson
reduced its number of official,
on-campus visits by potential
recruits for 2001-02 from the
maximum of 56 to 42, and will
be allowed 83 scholarships
rather than the NCAA maximum
of 85 for the 2002-03 school
year.
The number of coaches permitted to recruit off campus
between now and Feb. 6 has
been reduced from seven to six,

and the evaluation period from
April 25 to May 31 of this year
was shortened from ·four weeks
to two weeks.
"I think they are appropriate," Clemson Athleti~s Director
Bobby Robinson said of the
sanctions. "It's a judgment call,
and I made the judgment."
The sanctions are the result
of a joint investigation conducted by the NCAA and Clemso'1.'s
NCAA compliance staff. In
October, NCAA investigators
interviewed Gaffney High
School players Jeff Littlejohn
and Roger Mcintosh, reportedly
regarding their association with
Clemson booster Lamar Greene.
Efforts to reach Greene at
his residence in Gaffney on

Wednesday night were unsuccessful.
Ultimately, Clemson selfreported three secondary violations in the case, according to
documents released Wednesday
by the university:
• Improper contact by the assistant coach and the booster when
they had lunch with the
prospects at a restaurant during a
recruiting "quiet period."
• A $1,300 loan provided by the
booster to pay for a limousine
the players used to attend their
prom.
•Use of the booster's boat by the
recruits.
Clemson ceased recruiting

the players in January because of
concerns that NCAA rules had
been violated. Both players had
given commitments to Clemson,
but signed with the University of
Miami in February.
"We intend to win and win
with integrity," Clemson coach
Tommy Bowden said in a statement. "I will tolerate nothing
less. The integrity of this university, our team and my good name
are of paramount importance.
They will not be compromised."
Citing statutes in the state's
Freedom of Information laws
that allow personnel information
to be kept confidential, school
officials redacted from docu-
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At Jefferson Commons, we offer much more
than apartments. We offer amenities and
services that cater to your lifestyle. Our wide variety of floorplans and fully
furnished apartments were made with you
in mind.

Located at: 11841 Jefferson Commons Circle, on Alafaya across from Bank of America Phone: 407-382-4114

www.jeffersoncommons-orlando.com

More friends.
More fpn.
More amenities.
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Extended Basic Cable & HBO in each room.
Student gameroom with billiards, TV and
more. Computer Center with fax and copiers.
Internet access in each bedroom. Pool plaza
with heated outdoor jacuzzi. Washer/dryer
in every apartment. Covered basketball
pavilion .... and much more.
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CB's Scramble Freeballers 30-

18

•

against
Supreme Clientel to
win their second
straight 3 on 3 title,
30-22.
Matt
Krzesinski lead the
way with 14 points,
including 5 baskets from 4
beyond the arc. Triple Threat Flag Football Championship.
received a scare in the Semi- Mike Harris connected with
Finals, pulling out the victory in Will
Ogle
for
three
overtime against Talent, 29-26. - Touchdowns, as the Moose
They finished the year with an capped off an undefeated
8-0 record.
Summer season. "We'd been try-

The CB 1s rolled over the
Freeballers 30-18 as they won
the 3 _ on 3 Basketball
Rttcreatio11al Title. Jason Adams
i-11aa 10, point$ and 11 boards to
.foad 'the way, and Joshua Ward
added 10 points secure the vic1
tilry. The Freeballers advanced
to the final by beating Delta
Upsilon in t.;he semifinals, led by
Danny Wayland's 18 \Points.
:Lawrence Miller scored a tour- Moose
run
~aroent high 22 in the loss for Loose against
· rDefta Upsilon.
The CB's Mambas, 20-0
capped their cl:\ampionship run .
The Moose
With a perfect 10-0 record.
relied on a dominant defensive
fiiple Threat goes Back-to- effort to blank
Baek
the
Black
In
the
Competitive Mambas WcapTournament~
Defending turing the Men's
Champions Triple Threat over- Recreation 4 on

ing for 3 years,
through suspensions
and triumphs", said Ogle,
"and now we're
champions, so we
got that going for
us, which is nice".

Those Guys sack Eastsider
attack, 29-8
Those Guys got out to an
early lead and never looked
back against the Eastsiders,
winning
the
Competitive 4
on
4
Championship
29-8. William
Cottrell caught
two of Steven
Brown's four
TD passes en
route to a convincing 29-8
victory. Jason
Pfeiffer
had

UCF lntr~mural Sports
completed its
summer team sports
schedule last week,
crowning a
number of new
champions.
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(407) 482-1900
11090 COLLEGIATE WAY
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25 FLAVORS OF JUMBO WINGS
CHICKEN FINGERS
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On behalf of the entire Future
staff, we want to say thank ~ut r
your-continued support and
readership throughout the years.~
sure to pick up our back to sc!JPof~ .
issue on August 22 as we corl!!J1Ue :to .
be your source for campus news, l
entertainment and sports. Have a
great rest of the summer!
I'
Sincerely,

I

Heissam Jebai/ey
Publisher

I'

1

P.S. - We welcome your comments
and suggestions for the upcoming
year. E-mail:
Publisher@lJCFfuture.com

four sacks including an early
safety to seal the deal for Those
Guys. "Our defense held us in,
and our offense was unstop~
pable." Said Pheifet, as bis team
finished the year with a perfect
5-0 record* .in other news* .The:
Regulators repeated t}leir Spring
Championship, winning the

Women's 4 on 4 Flag Fpothal .:
Title.

Swank cranks it up a notch,
takes Coed Soccer Title
In the first ever Intramutal1
Coed Soccer Final, Swank'

5,.z:

defeated The Barcelonas
The Barcelonas tied the game up;
at 2 after halftime, but saw
Swank score 3 unanswered'
goals to seal the victory. Jason
Urbanski and Ryan McGaul~y
provided much of the offense
for Swank, while David
Thompson was a force in n~t:
Swank finished the season
undefeated at 8-0.
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After a breakout season in
2000, UCF football is earning
some national respect. The
Golden Knights placed seven
players on the Football News
Preseason All-Independent team
released last week.
Four players, including
defensive
tackle
Josh
McKibben, linebacker Tito
Rodriguez, placekicker/punter
Javier Beorlegui and defensive
end Elton Patterson, received
repeat selections. Each of those
players earned 2000 AllIndependent postseason honors.
Joining them on the team
are quarterback Ryan Schneider,
wide receiver Jimmy Fryzel and
offensive tackle Steve Edwards.
Last season, McKibben had
80 tackles, including 14 for last
yardage, five sacks, 10 quarterback hurries, one interception
and one blocked field goal.
Rodriguez, after missing the
first two and a half games of the
season, went on to lead the team
with 121 tackles, finishing sec-

ond in the nation with 13.44
tackles per game. Patterson had
one of the best individual defensive seasons in UCF history,
registering 88 tackles, including
19 for lost yardage and 10
sacks.
Beorlegui, who struggled in
1999, developed int'? on of the
top kickers in the nation in
2000, connecting 39 ·of 40 extra
points and 14 of 18 field goal
attempts. His 37-yard field goal
with three seconds left gave
UCF a 40-38 victory over
Alabama and will long be
remembered as one of the greatest plays in Golden Knight history. His longest field ·goal of
the year was 48 yards, and he
was named a semifinalist for the
Lou Groza Award given to the
nation's best ·kicker. Beorlegui
also averaged 40 yards per punt,
and sent 17 of his punts inside
the opponents' 20-yard line.
Schneider took over the
starting quarterback duties in
2000 after an injury to Vic Penn,
and made the most of his opportunity. He went 5-2 as a starter,
completing 177 of his 286 pass

ll.ttempts for 2,334 yards, 21
touchdowns and 11 interceptions. He ranked ninth in the
nation with a pass efficiency
rating of 147.0, and passed for
over 300 yards on four different
occasions.
Fryzel picked up the slack
last year for the often-injured
Kenny Clark, finishing second
on the team with 36 catches for
606 yards, scoring three touchdowns. He also is one of the
fastest players on the team, running the 40-yard dash in 4.35
seconds.
Edwards made a huge
impact in his first season at
UCF, taking over the starting . .
strong tackle position after
transferring from West Hills
Community
College
in
California. He had a winning
grade of better than 80 percent ·
in eight of his nine games, and
had his b~st game against
Virginia Tech with a grade of 87
percent. He registered 55
knockdowns on the year, gives him a chance at being
including a season-high 11 selected in the 2002 NFL Draft.
against Eastern Michigan. His
The seven UCF selections
size (6-foot-5, 350 pounds) trail only Notre Dame, who had

'•

nine players named Preseason
All-Independent. The Golden
Knights led the 2000 postseason
list with seven players.

From the Sports Desk
COMPILED FROM STAFF
AND WIRE REPORTS

UCF to host women's soccer championship
MACON, Ga. - The 2001 Atlantic
Sun Women's Soccer Championship will
be played at UCF. The UCF bid to host
the event includes television coverage of
the Championship Final on Sunshine
Network. The six-team event will be

played Thursday-Saturday, Nov. 8-10,
with the winner receiving an automatic
bid to the NCAA Championship.
"We are very excited about bringing
our women's soccer championship to
UCF. To be able to have the television
coverage is a tremendous bonus," said ASun Commissioner Bill Bibb. "We have
worked previously with the UCF staff as
hosts for conference championships and
we know they will do an outstanding job

with this event. It should be an excellent
championship experience for our student-athletes."
The Atlantic Sun Women's Soccer
Championship should be a very competitive event this season. Host UCF has five
Conference Tournament Titles to its
credit, including 1994, 1998 and 1999 as
hosts. Georgia State interrupted a string
of UCF titles by winning in 1997 and
will be a top contender again in 2001.

Defending
champion Jacksonville
University will be gunning for national
Top-20 status after .an outstanding 19-3
campaign last year.
All eleven members of the
Conference will compete in a single
round-robin regular season schedule. The
top six teams based on the conference
standings will advance to the champi-
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